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Syrians' Loyalty to America
By

REV.

W. A.

MANSUR

Syrian-Americans declare our loyalty to America because we
W Emade
America a permanent homeland, because we pledged our

V

I

allegiance through American citizenship, and because we desire
the progress of our race in America. The rebirth of the Syrian
race is bringing to prominence a glorious race whose native land,
contributions to civilization, and racial talents were mighty disseminators of civilizing influence upon mankind. The revival of
the memory of the priceless Syrian race legacies is creating race
consciousness, race pride and race appreciation. The modern Syrian is rising to claim a fame similar to that achieved by his famous
ancestors, the Phoenicians.
The awakened Syrian race consciousness, race solidarity, and
race progress are drawing the attention of the American nation.
The question rises as to what shall be the attitude of Syrian-Americans toward America's ideals, citizenship, and institutions. We
Syrian-Americans answer: We stand for America first and nothing
else. We declare America's ideals, our ideals j her citizenship,
our citizenship; her institutions, our institutions.
We hereby state the nature of our loyalty to America, the
basis of our political allegiance, and the test of our sincerity. The
following are attempts to state the loyalty of Syrian-Americans
to America for the enlightenment of the American nation, for a
testimony to our posterity, and for a program toward a fuller
realization of our American citizenship.
/.

Our Loyalty to America Is Based on Intelligent Choice.

We Syrian-Americans became Americans through intelligent
choice of Amercia. It was not accident of birth, birthplace, or cir-

-
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cumstance that made us Americans. Our love of political liberty,
religious freedom, and material prosperity determined our choice
of America as a homeland.
"On the one hand," says Herbert Spencer in "First Principles," we shall not in common with the great mass of the unthinking, let our creed be determined by the mere accident of
birth in a particular age or a particular part of the earth's surface. . . ." Theodore Roosevelt says in "American Ideals,"
"Americanism is a question of spirit, conviction and purpose, not
of creed or birthplace." President Calvin Coolidge said to Congress, "The standard we apply to our inhabitants is that of manhood, not place of birth." It was after consideration the birth of
the American spirit in their hearth, and the realization of progress
that Syrian-Americans chose America as a permanent homeland.
America does not ask us to do that which by nature cannot be
done. It does not ask us to forget our race identity, it does not
desire us to forget our race contributions to mankind, it does not
encourage us to forget the race talents with which we are endowed.
Syrian-Americans will ever love the native land of their race, exalt
their race legacies to mankind, and honor the memory of their
illustrious ancestors.
We Syrian-Americans stand for America first. We were
made Americans first in our hearts, we have made America our
permanent homeland, and we chose to be Americans first and
nothing else. We lay upon America's altar whatever is worthwhile of race character, race contributions, and race aspirations.
We give first place to our American homeland, to the flag that
guards our welfare, and to the Constitution that guarantees our
freedom.

l

II. Our Loyalty to America Is Grounded in the Constitution.
The loyalty of Syrian-American citizenship is grounded in
the Constitution of the United States. It is the guarantee of our
liberties. It is the protector of our privileges. It is the guardian
against our foes. Therefore we believe in upholdnig, preserving
and defending the Constitution.
President Calvin Coolidge said, "The Constitution represents a government of law." "The Constitution is the whole source
and guaranty of national freedom." "We have flourished
as a people because of our success in establishing self-government." W. E. Gladstone said, "The American Constitution is

\
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the most wonderful work ever struck off at a given time by the
brain and purpose of man."
We wish it to be known by the American nation, by our descendants, and by the world that Syrian-Americans are constitutional Americans. We stand for the Constitution above all color,
creed, race, birthplace and outward distinction. We uphold the
Constitution, every word, part and amendment. We challenge
any disrespect, abridgment, or nullification of the Constitution.
We would keep America American by upholding, preserving, tid
defending the Constitution. We charge our posterity to supreme
fidelity to the Constitution of the United States. We urge upon
Syt ian-Americans the intelligent knowledge, loyal adherence, and
faithful application of the Constitution for their welfare in
America.
III. Our Loyalty to America Is U-pheld by Its Equality of
Citizenship.

i

i

We glory in Amerian citizenship because of its equality. We
are proud of America's equality of opportunity and equality before
the law, but our supreme pride is in its equality of citizenship.
The Constitution says, "All persons born or naturalized in
the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside."
"The right of the citizens of the United States to vote shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any state on
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude," or uon
account of sex."
Abraham Lincoln defined the doctrine of equality of drizenship in his reply to Stephen A. Douglas at Chicago, 111., July 10,
1858. "We have among us," said Lincoln, "beside these men descended by blood from our ancestors, perhaps half our people
who are not their descendants at all; they are men who have come
from Europe—German, Irish, French, and Scandinavian—men
that have come from Europe themselves, or whose ancestors have
come hither and settled here, finding themselves our equal in all
things. If they look back through this history, to trace their connection with those days by blood, they find they have none. They
cannot carry themselves back into that glorious epoch and make
themselves feel that they are part of us; but when they look
through the Declaration of Independence they find that those old
men say, 'We hold this truth to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal,' and then they feel that that moral sentiment,
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taught in that day, evidences their relation to those men; that it
is the father of all moral principle in them, and that they have
the right to claim it as though they were blood of the blood and
flesh of the flesh of the men who wrote that Declaration—and so
they are! That is the electric cord in the Declaration that links
the hearts of patriotic and liberty-loving men together; that will
link those patriotic hearts as long as the love of freedom exists
in the minds of men throughout the world."
This equality of attitude, citizenship and freedom makes us
Syrian-Americans proud of our citizenship, jealous for the Constitution, and ready for the nation's defense. Because we are
God-fearing, liberty-loving, law-abiding, and country-defending,
we claim spiritual relationship to the founders of the American
Republic. In the doctrine of equal citizenship we claim our rights
of equal standing, respect, and reward with any and all American
citizens native-born or otherwise. We assert for ourselves, we
claim for others, and we challenge our posterity to make paramount, the right to equality of citizenship.

-

IV. Our Loyalty to America Is in Abiding by the Vote of the
Majority.
It is the conviction of Syrian-Americans that in a republican
form of government the decision of the majority shall be the law
of the land. We believe in the protection of the rights of the
minority. We are convinced that there shall be no "abridging
the freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances." It is our belief that when the decision of
the majority has been made that it shall be the expression of the
thought, feeling and will of the nation.
Chas. W. Eliot said,"... the true American always acquiesces
in the decision of a majority of the legitimate participants in an
election or other public contest. This is an American trait of high
political value." Elihu Root said in a war-time address, "It is
a fundamental necessity of government that it shall have the
power to decide great questions of policy and to act upon its decision. In order that there shall be action following the decision
once made, the decision must be accepted. Discussion upon the
question must be deemed closed."
We have been schooled in the republican form of government through American citizenship. We believe in the right of
self-government, in the American form of representative govern-

:i
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ment, and in the progress of the American nation. We stand
for the superior rights of the nation over the rights of the individual.
We Syrian-Americans stand for law-obedience, law-enforcement, and law-fulfillment; President Herbert Hoover said,
"Modification of the enforcement laws which would permit that
which the Constitution forbids is nullification. This the American people will not countenance." Let us resist every effort of the
law breaker. Let us withstand any attempt to destroy the nation's
laws. Let us oppose whosoever plans the defeat of our nation's
laws and Constitution by indirection. Let Syrian-Americans perpetuate the Syrian-American pioneers' tradition of law-obedience,
exalt the ideal of the nation's welfare, and maintain true loyalty
by abiding by the vote of the majority.
V.

\

Our Loyalty to America Is Founded Upon Its Religious
Freedom.

Religious freedom has been the desire of the Syrian people
for many centuries. We believe in religious freedom because of
the disastrous results of the union of church and state in our native land. Woven into the urge of our emigration was the desire
for religious freedom. We have advanced in America because
of the separation of church and state, the absence of religious wars
and the practice of religious freedom.
The first constitutional amendment says, "Congress shall
make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof." "Washington and his associates,"
says Theodore Roosevelt in "Fear God and Take Your Own
Part," "believed that it was essential to the existence of this republic that there should never be any union of church and state ;
and such union is partially accomplished whenever a given creed
is aided by the state or when any public servant is elected or defeated because of his creed." "I hold that in this country there
must be complete severance of church and state; that public moneys shall not be used for the purpose of advancing any particular
creed; and therefore that the public schools shall be non-sectarian and no public moneys appropriated for sectarian schools."
We Syrian-Americans stand for the separation of church and
state, religious freedom and liberty of conscience. Not mere religious tolerance but religious freedom is the right of all men. We
believe there are vital differences between "religion" and "a religion"; between political and non-political religions; between re-
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ligious freedom and religious tolerance. We stand for the right
to worship God according to the dictates of one's conscience, freedom of religious belief and liberty of human thought. No man
should be discriminated against on account of his religious, political, or other convictions when the same do not conflict with the
rights and privileges guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States. We stand for a free church in a free state.
Syrian-Americans prize highly America's religious freedom.
In America they are free from religious quarrels, wars and tyranny j they are enjoying political liberty j they are moving toward
greater human brotherhood} and they are prospering materially.
We pledge ourselves to keep eternal vigilance that the church
shall not encroach upon the state, nor the state encroach upon the
church.

i

VI. Our Loyalty to America Is Through Law-abiding Citizenship.
Syrian-Americans are law-abiding, liberty-loving and Godfearing citizens. They came to America healthy in body, industrious in disposition, and appreciative of America's freedom.
They have lived loyally to their American homeland, they became Americans in heart and mind, and they are upholding a pure
Americanism through law-abiding citizenship.
Philip K. Hitti quotes in The Syrians in America the following from Lucius Hopkins Miller's A Study of the Syrian Communities of Greater New York: "In his love of law and order the
Syrian cannot be excelled. Personal inquiry at police stations and
among patrolmen, as well as careful research in the reports of
the commissioner of charities and correction, fail to bring out the
slightest flaw. . . . The universal testimony of the police authorities is that there is no more peaceful or law-abiding race in New
York City."
S. A. Mokarzel, editor of The Syrian World, writing of the
Syrians in New York as an example of other Syrian-American
communities, says: "It is one of the most law-abiding elements and
consequently one of the most constructive." "They are law-abiding and industrious."
Syrian-Americans have written an illustrious chapter on law
obedience into the history of the Syrian race in America. They
believe in the reign of American law. They are loyal to the laws
of state and nation. They have a single loyalty, they deplore
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double-allegiance, and they oppose the law-breaker, the nullificationist and the radical.
In law obedience is the welfare of Syrian-Americans, in upholding the nation's laws is their freedom, and in devotion to the
nation's welfare is their security, prospertiy and happiness. We
challenge ourselves, Americans of every creed, color and race,
and our posterity, to make law abiding citizenship the glory of
America.

< II

«l

VII.

Our Loyalty to America Is in Our Readiness for Her
Defense.

In our readiness to defend America with our lives and possessions we show our highest loyalty. We have the right to call
ourselves true Americans because we are ready to fight for America. In our readiness to sacrifice for America's independence and
freedom is the measure of our sincere loyalty, pure Americanism
and intelligent patriotism. Let it be remembered that we stand
for America first, because America is our homeland, America's
flag is our flag, America's Constitution is our Constitution.
During the World War Syrian-Americans enshrined with
glory the Syrian name, brought glory to the Syrian race, and won
undying fame for their Syrian-American patriotism. In the magnificent words of Philip K. Hitti in The Syrians in America we
read the glorious record set down for all future ages: "Among
the foreign born the Syrians hold an enviable war record. In
point of loyalty, patriotism and devotion to the institutions of this
) i
land, as demonstrated by the war, they have been unexcelled—
even by the Americans themselves." "According to a careful
estimate based on the reports of the Provost Marshall General
and other War Department documents, no less than 13,965 or
about 7 per cent, of the whole Syrian community served in the
United States army."
We believe it our duty to uphold our American rights, protect America's Freedom and Independence, and defend the nation
against all enemies. We consider it the duty of our posterity to
tmake paramount America's freedom, to remember Syrian-American sacrifices for America during the World War, and to be ready
for the defense of their American inheritance. We Syrian-Americans desire the American nation, Americans of whatever race,
color, and creed, and the world everywhere to know that we are
ever ready for the defense of the United States against all
enemies.

HI
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The Village. Festival
By

IBN EL-KHOURY

£)UE, perhaps, more to the central location of our village than
to any particular virtues of our patron saint, our village carnival was a great annual event in the otherwise tranquil life of
our district.
Other minor factors may not be left out of the reckoning.
One such is that the feast day of St. Elias, our patron, falls in
mid-summer, the twentieth of July. By then our most intensive
labor of the year, which accompanies the silkworm growing season, would haye come to an end with the picking of the cocoons.
The relief from an accomplished task would also at this time be
accentuated by pleasant anticipation of an anxiously awaited
event, the ripening of the grape and the fig. For in our latitude
in the mountain this usually falls around the first of August, and
to the Lebanese who depends so much on his grape and fig crops
for his yearly provisions, this marks a great and happy event.
From the grapes he makes his wine and raisins, besides doting on
the luscious fruit in season for months, and from the figs he
makes his preserve, cooked with sugar and flavored with the
hearts of the walnut or the pine seed, besides drying a sufficient
quantity for winter consumption.
These and other considerations which lighten the hearts of
the villagers and exalt the buoyancy of their spirits make the setting for the celebration of the feast day of St. Elias ideal. And
because they make so much of the occasion they attract to their
village on this annual festival surprisingly large crowds from
both near and distant places. The open space adjoining the church
then becomes alive with all the pageantry that the simple resources of these mountain folk can provide.
The pride which the inhabitants take in the feast day of
their patron saint prompts them to extraordinary preparations
for its celebration. On the eve of the holiday the church candelabra is all polished and the altar linen laundered. The marble
floor is washed with what seems an extravagant use of water
considering the limited supply. A long line of sturdy lasses would
be going back and forth from the rill carrying water jars and proclaiming their happiness in the task by lusty songs 5 while others
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would be engaged in doing the actual washing just as happily.
The cool air of the vaulted church now would take on added
freshness which would be so much appreciated in contrast with
the scorching heat of a mid-summer sun. Meanwhile, young men
and willing boys would bring loads of laurel and olive branches
for the decoration of the altar and the garlanding of festoons for
doorways and windows. The elders of the village, who would
have themselves undertaken this task now left to the younger
generation, would come at frequent intervals to give the decorators the benefit of their advice and experience.
To add pomp and dignity to the occasion, the bishop of the
diocese is often invited to celebrate mass on this day of all days
in the village. This would be all the more appreciated because
of the presence of the shammas, or chorister, whom the bishop
maintains for his vocal and musical accomplishments. Such a
treat the villagers receive only too seldom.
But bishop or no bishop, the festivities must proceed as
usual. The church ceremony usually occupies the whole forenoon, for on this occasion there must be the benediction of the
Host, which takes the form of circumambulating the church three
times amid chants and litanies in which the whole congregation
joins. The thick volumes of incense smoke copiously burned on
this occasion impregnate the air for long distances around. ^
But the real festivities are those which follow the religious
ceremony. They take the form of hilarious merrymaking or challenges of prowess at wrestling, weight-lifting or other feats of
strength. The scene evokes a picture of old pagan festal celebrations of which these might well be a continuity. For along the
seashore and in many places in the upper reaches of the mountain
are scenes of numerous shrines famed in pagan lore tor their
riotous festivities which, even in those days of slow and meager
means of transportation, attracted thousands of visitors from
Cyprus, Egypt and even from distant Crete and other Hellenic
islcs»
A general survev of the scene would present an odd picture
of vivid variety. In the open spaces surrounding the church, along
the roadway, and under the hospitable shade of great oak trees,
would be knots of men engaged in all forms of sports or pastimes A circus performer who anxiously watches for such gatherings would be barking himself hoarse to draw the crowd to his
attraction. A cluster of boys would be pressing closely around
the man with the primitive show-box. A little touch of urbanity

m
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would be added by the presence of the sherbet vender who clinks
his glasses in the musical manner peculiar to his trade, while the
seller of sesame cakes, with tray on head, would bid for attraction
by his own peculiar call sung in lusty and melodious tones.
Delegations from nearby villages would now be coming
to swell the crowds. They would have attended mass in their
home churches or else made an early start to travel the distance
in time for the festivities. At the head of each group would be
the standard bearer marching with measured strides to the tune
of a reed flute or the martial poetical improvisations of the village
bard. A clash is bound to result when the delegations of two
villages arrive simultaneously and manoeuvre for precedence in
the line of march into the center of the square. The code o^
honor prescribes that the village standard should cede precedence
to none, otherwise the reputation for might of the village manhood would be in jeopardy. The group is ready to uphold the
tradition by actual force. They will challenge the other group
to single combat at wrestling, at weight-lifting, at sword-play or
at any other feat of strength in whatever form to prove their
right to leadership. But inasmuch as precedence can be the lot
of but one, the priest and elders of our village are usually on
hand to take the necessary precautions for the avoidance of actual
conflict between the visiting delegations.
When, however, such a condition arises it acts as a stimulant
to the festivities, for then the sports, whether physical or verbal,
would be endulged in with more spirit, and those of the verbal
variety more often prove the most interesting.
Perhaps nowhere else in the world is the talent for poetical
improvisation cultivated to the extent to which it prevails in Lebanon. True, such improvisation is done in the colloquial Arabic,
but many are those among the literate troubadours who delve
deep into the dictionary for a ready supply of reserve material.
This form of native poetry is called Qawl and the poet Qawal.
Some Qawals are not unlike the itinerant bards of old who roamed
the land to engage in contests for supremacy. Almost all engage
in this pastime out of sheer love for poetical production and for
the honor of raising their prestige in elimination contests, although some are known to have commercialized their talents
even to the extent of publishing their creations in book form.
It can readily be seen, therefore, why the halaqa, or the circle
dedicated to this verbal poetical contest of the festivities attending
the village carnival, becomes the most popular. The two bards
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would be seated in opposite positions, each shaking a tambourine
or lightly tapping on a durbakka, and surrounded by his supporters
and "repeaters." Usually these poetical contests are conducted
on such occasions in the friendliest spirit, simply as a match of
wits, and there would be plenty of araq or wine and the indispensible relishes or maza to give added inspiration. One would start
a matla' or an opening refrain, to which the opposing qawal would
answer in the same meter and rhythm. A break or a thrust would
at times lead to acrimonious rejoinder, but the surprising thing is
that whatever the nature of the contest, or whichever form it
takes, it is at times kept up continuously for hours.
The satellites of each of the principals would enliven the
proceedings by repeating at each turn the prelude of their leader
with much gusto.
At another part of the field would be an improvised arena
for feats of strength and prowess. Usually these take the form of
weight-lifting and sword-play which is much different than the
familiar form of fencing. For in the native game of Lebanon
each combatant is armed with a curved sword and diminutive
shield. They begin by dancing lightly in circles, at times striking
the air in rapid successive motions, or manipulating the blade now
over the right, now over the left shoulder, and striking the shield
behind their back. The purpose is to display their litheness and
agility and strike terror in the heart of the opponent. This is
kept up by both contestants for some time before coming to an
actual clash. When this finally comes it is done with a high jump
and a loud shriek of warning. Then begins a series of staccato
sounds as the blows are warded off by the light shield which fall
i
like music on the ears of the lovers of this manly sport. No bodily
harm is known to have been done during these encounters.
Weight-lifting is another sport that also attracts a large crowd.
For here is a contest which demonstrates as nothing else superiority in physical strength. The weight consists of a stone mortar
such are used for pounding the kibbe, and in the hollow of which
would have been wedged a strong oak stick to serve as a handle.
Men of normal strength may not be able to lift it with both hands,
but the young Hercules take turns at lifting it with one hand.
Some succeed in raising it to knee height and there fail, while
others may succeed in raising it to the shoulder. The completely
successful one, however, is he who raises it to arm's length above
his head and walks' with it in that position. A shout of triumph
is then raised in his camp of fellow townsmen and admirers, who
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then surge around him and bear him on their shoulders and sing
his praises in wildest jubilation.
Nor is the feminine element lacking in these festivities.
Brightly dressed maids and matrons are now and then seen to
move among the crowds. They come as sightseers or as dispensers
of hospitality. The men must be waited on in the East, and to
let the guest lack of any of the amenities is the worst of all shame.
With gracious smiles, therefore, buxom lasses would also bestow
their hospitality in the form of fresh water, and sometimes wine
where the supply of the improvident gives way. At times some
of them are impressed into executing a dance. Quite often they
give vent to their exuberance of joy by hailing with shrill zalageet
the feat of one of the heroes in the several contests. Among these
human wild flowers grown in native Lebanon soil there is not the
least trace of affectation and prudery.
And for the time being St. Elias would be ignored, almost
forgotten. ,The church would remain open and the wafer floating in olive oil would continue to burn in front of the altar. But
for the occasional visits of some old women of the village for
special devotions the church would be deserted.
In such manner the celebration of the patron saint's feastday; would continue until the dusk of evening. Then the crowds
would begin to disperse for lack of artificial lighting facilities.
They would depart in groups and seek to lighten their march by
song and music, and not until the last echo of all visiting groups
is lost among the hills would the people of the village leave the
scene of the day's festivities, in final proof of their genuine spirit
of hospitality to the extreme end.

SAYINGS OF ALI
I never doubted truth since it was first revealed to me.
A person is not blamed for his forbearance in collecting his
own dues, but in claiming what is not his.
He who listens" to counsel is more certain of discovering the
way to avoid mistakes.
Men are enemies of what they do not know.
The most important requisite of leadership is broad-mindedness.

/
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Tributes to Rihani
TEXT OF ADDRESSES DELIVERED AT THE TESTIMONIAL DINNER GIVEN IN HIS HONOR
ON MARCH 2, 1929
Editor's Note — The addresses delivered at the Testimonial
Dinner given in honor of Mr. Ameen Rihani were -purposely limited in number. They were designed to encompass his life and
travels, together with his literary works in both Arabic and English. The address of Dr. Salim Y. Alkazin, dealing with the standing of Rihani as an Arabic writer,, was the only one delivered in
Arabic. All others were in English and are reproduced herewith
as written afterwards by the speakers at the request of the editor
of The Syrian World. In the case of Dr. Philip K. Hitti, some
amplification was introduced in the text at the suggestion of the
editor in view of the peculiar nature of the subject which could
not be adequately covered within the limited time alloted the
speaker at the dinner.
RIHANI'S CONTRIBUTION TO ARABIC LORE
By DR. PHILIP K. HITTI

h

I
I

Of all the lands comparable to Arabia in size, and of all the
peoples approaching the Arabs in historic interest and importance,
no land and no people have perhaps received as little attention in
modern times as have Arabia and the Arabs .
Here is a country that is one-fourth the area of Europe,
larger than India, and yet what we do not know about it fills volumes. We are even beginning to know more about the Arctic
and Antarctic regions, through the recent explorations, than we
know about Arabia. Certain parts of this land, such as al-Rab*
al-Khali, have not yet been crossed by any man. Not even an
airplane has yet flown over it. Tut-Ankh-Amen of ancient
Egypt, Ur of the Chaldees and Hatti of the Hitties have become
household words in the civilized circles, but the twenty-one story
palace of Ghumdan (the first skyscraper in history), the remarkable dam of Ma'rib, the Tubba's of Yaman, the Sabaeans and Hi-
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myarites are, even to the educated classes, an unknown quantity.
Most scholars now maintain that before the Akkadians established themselves, some 3500 B.C. , in the valley of the two
rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, and formed the Babylonians
of history with their glorious civilization, they were living in that
great peninsula of southwestern Asia known to us by the name of
Arabia, And before the Assyrians and Chaldeans, who became
the heirs of the Babylonians and enriched our civilization with
gifts innumerable, chose for abode the eastern horn of the "Fertile Crescent," they were likewise nomads in Arabia. The origins
of the Hebrew religion and literature similarly point in the direction of a Bedouin origin in, the desert. The Semitic Phoenicians
and Aramaeans were also inhabitants of some part of that same
peninsula before they emigrated into the western horn of the
"Fertile Crescent." This would make Arabia the cradle of the
Semitic race, the race which in its later development has meant
more for .humanity, spritually and intellectually, than any other
race not excluding the Nordic. By its location and the configuration of its surface, Arabia lends itself admirably to this theory. As
the surplus of its population sought new elbow room for expansion
and could not find it in the sandy interior nor in the surrounding
seas it pushed northward into the more fertile and favored regions.
Consequently a study of that land, of its geography, climate, and
Bedouin life, is an absolute necessity for the understanding and
the appreciation of the background and the antecedents of the
Semitic history.
Not only was that peninsula the cradle of the Semitic race
but of that mighty medieval people, who, under the banner of Islam, spread its conquests westward as far as the Atlantic Ocean
and eastward as far as the Wall of China. In one hundred years
after the death of Mohammad, his followers were the masters of
an Empire greater than that of Rome at its zenith and the name
of that son of the desert was called out five times a day from
thousands of minarets scattered all the way from Spain to India
and from the Caspian Sea to the cataracts of the Nile. But the
conquests in themselves are not the chief thing. Soon after that
the Arabic speaking peoples became the only bearers of the torch
of enlightenment and civilization. In a few years they translated,
absorbed, assimilated and reproduced in Baghdad what took the
early Greeks centuries to develop. The Christian Syrians acted
as the medium between the Greek learning and the Arab mind.
Bearing the label of the Arab genius, this early classical heritage
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was then passed on to Spain and France, Sicily and Italy, and to
the rest of Europe resulting in the final renaissance of the modern
Western world. We are beginning to realize the magnitude of
that debt which the West owes to the Arabic East. Even in such
fields as music, the researches of a modern Spanish scholar show
Arabic music as the basis of Spanish and south European folk music. The books of al-Razi and ibn-Sina in medicine,of ibn-Rushd
and ibn-Bajah in philosophy, and of al-Khuwarizmi, al-Battani
and al-Idrisi in mathematics, astronomy and geography, translated
into Latin, soon became the standard works for medieval Europe.
Just as today no man in the Near East would be considered
educated unless he knew some European language, so there was a
time, between the twelfth and the fourteenth centuries, in which
no European could be considered educated unless he was familiar
with the contents of the Arabic books of that age. And at the present time the Arabic script, next to the roman, is the most widly
used script in the world. Aside from acting as the vehicle for
transmitting the Arabic language, it is the script of a number of
Malayan languages, Urdu of India, modern Persia and a number
of Turkish dialects.
Not only is our knowledge of Arabia and the Arabs meagre
and scanty, but we have often misunderstood their religion, Islam,
which next to Judaism and Christianity, is the third and only monotheistic religion. All three are the product of one spiritual life,
the Semitic life. Historically Islam is an offshoot of these other
two religions; and of all faiths it comes nearest to our own. And
in spite of all the rivalries and animosities that have in course of
time developed between the followers of these two systems of belief, the fact remains that the realm in which Christianity and Islam share is vastly larger than that in which they differ. A faithful Moslem could subscribe to the Nicene creed with very few
changes in it. Whoever, therefore, is striving to bring about a
better understanding between the adherents of these two world
religions is certainly helping to solve a most knotty problem on
the solution of which much of the future happiness and peace of
the world will depend.
It should also be remembered that there have recently developed a number of Arabic-speaking states with strong nationalistic
ideas and ideals which are ultimately destined to take their place
in the long procession of democratic progress. Since the Great
War Egypt has been declared a sovereign and independent nation,
/ a privilege which it had not enjoyed since the Mamluk days. Iraq
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has installed a king in its capital, Baghdad, which since the days
of the Abbasids has been without a king. Ibn-al-Su'ud, the strong
man of modern Arabia, has consolidated a large kingdom for himself including most of central and western Arabia. The people
of Syria and Palestine are taking long strides towards self consciousness and self realization. All these countries are Arabicspeaking. Their culture, their literature, their philosophy of life,
is Arabic j though their religion is not entirely Islamic and their
blood is not wholly Arabian. The future welfare and success of
these new nationalities will depend to a large measure upon their
ability to understand each other and to cooperate with each other
as well as upon the ability of the European nations to understand
them and cooperate with them.
We have come together tonight to do honor to a fellow
countryman, who, through his travels, studies and writings—in
both English and Arabic—has contributed to our knowledge of
Arabia as a land, of the Arabs as a people, of Arabic as a language and of Islam as a religion. Mr. Rihani has pushed the wall
a little back between the known and the unknown. His writings of
ibn-al-Su'ud and Najd are particularly illuminating. His name
will probably be associated with that subject for many years to
come. But above all, he will be remembered as one who did his
share towards effecting a better understanding among the heterogeneous peoples who constitute the Arabic-speaking world. May
others follow in his steps!
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RIHANPS PLACE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE
By DR. MARION MILLS MILLER
Mr. Chairman, Honored Guest, Ladies and Gentlemen:—
and, I may say, friends and fellow-countrymen, for I am speaking,
not only as an American but as one officially admitted to your Syr-^
ian brotherhood, since the great dignitary who stands in the lobby
of this hotel, and who must from the splendor of his uniform be
the Commodore himself, naturalized me, as it were, into your
nationality by saying, as I entered the hotel, "Apple-pickers to the
right, Syrians to the left—you go with the Syrians." Of course,
as a descendant of Adam and Eve, I might hav* claimect thb-riglit
to go with the apple-pickers,.but I am very glad that I came within,
the quota of those permitted to join the ancient and honorable
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Syrians, and I take it, from your applause, that you have ratified
the action of the resplendent immigration officer.
And to prove to you that I have been thoroughly as well as
instantly inducted into your citizenship, I will say that I listened
to the speech in Arabic of the gentleman who preceded me, Dr.
Alkazin, and I heartily endorse everything he said, especially his
praise of my old and very dear friend Ameen Rihani.
I have known Rihani almost thirty years. He was introduced
to me as a poet, the translator of The Luzumiyat, which, I would
explain to the American-born guests present, is the work of the
Arabian poet-philosopher Abu'1-Ala, who lived in the tenth century of our era, and therefore preceded Omar Kayyam, the Persian poet of The Rubaiyat, and who, in my opinion, based on Rihani's exquisite translation, sang in equally sweet poetic strains a
nobler philosophy of life than the Epicurean one of Omar, celebrating as this does the sensuous of "wine, woman, and song."
Now the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States has abolished wine—at least from our public banquets—
the Nineteenth Amendment, in the opinion of old-fashioned
people, by making woman the equal of man, has robbed her of
that charm by which she used to gain power over the sterner sex,
and jazz has usurped the throne of song. So we will have to resort to the ascetic philosophy of the Arabian poet and make the
best of our limitations, finding consolation in the infinite range of
thought and imagination possessed by our minds. Abu'1-Ala,
aided by Rihani's translation, will, I predict, someday come into
its own.
First impressions are lasting, and, though he has done great
work in other fields in his later years, I always think of Rihani as
a poet, yes, and as a young one too, singing foP pure joy in song.
In fact, all of my fellow Syrians whom I have met this evening,
seem to have been poets in their youth. Rihani introduced one
after another to me as a writer of Arabic poetry, and for the few
who happen to be lawyers, as Ameen himself had been, but fortunately for too brief a time to lose his poetic soul, he apologized
by saying that they had been devotees of the Muse until forced to
earn a living in any way they could.
In later years Rihani published a volume of verse entitled
"A Chant of Mystics and Other Poems," the title of which is an
index of the high imaginative quality of his poetic work. I would
call your particular attention to a sonnet sequence in it called
"Andalusia," showing the mystic sources of Moorish Spain in
desert Arabia.
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But I think that he has best shown the imaginative element
in the mind of his race in a prose work, "The Book of Khaled,"
the story of a simple-minded Syrian emigrant to this country, a
rustic lad who idealizes all American institutions, finding something mystic and wonderful in each—even in Tammany Hall,
which he thinks a kind of a religious order the members of which
are unselfishly devoted to the highest benevolent and patriotic
practices. A more delicious satire has not been written in the
English language.
Of Rihani's seven years service in Arabia from which he has
just returned and for which we are now honoring him, I need not
speak in detail, for you are all familiar with it, especially after
hearing Professor Hitti's address on that country and the part
Rihani has played in its reconstruction period after the Great War,
and the series of volumes he is writing upon his experiences there!
Besides, Rihani himself is to speak on the subject. Let me only
say that I think that we are too close to these events to appreciate
fully their importance. We must wait for that "silence" which
the poet Lowell says will come after the passing of "great captains with their guns and drums" properly to assess the work of
the rebuilders of nations to which order belongs the man we are
assembled to honor. When that blessed time arrives, I predict
that in the new Arabia Ameen Rihani's name, like Abu Ben Adhem's in the old Arabia, will "lead all. the rest". He is one who
"loves his fellow men."
As a school boy in Ohio, because I had read in McGuffey'g
Reader the poem, "The Arab to his Steed," beginning,
"My beautiful, my beautiful, thou standest meekly by,"
I always thought of an Arab as a sort of centaur, an inseparable
combination of man and horse. The idea has remained with me,
and, since Rihani came out of Arabia with not one horse, but a
family of horses, sire, dam and filly, the association is stronger
than ever. And in recent years I have lived in the Blue-grass
region of Kentucky where a horse is considered the more important personage in his association with a man, no matter how great
the rest of the country thinks the latter. Thus, when I first visited Ashland, the historic home of Henry Clay on the outskirts of
Lexington, I saw a sign at the gate reading, not "This was the
home of C]ay, the Great Pacificator," but "Axworthy II, 2.14^".
And going into the stableyard I saw a large and shapely marble
bath tub which was used as a watering trough for his majesty Ax-
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worthy the second, and a hostler informed me that Henry Clay
had brought it from Washington for his own use in the house, the
first of such heralds of civilization to cross the Alleghany mountains. So if Rihani sends his Arab family to a Blue-grass pasture,
and the long lineage they derive from the horses of Muhammad
is continued, his fame as the Pacificator of Arabia may be shadowed by that of the Managyah strain of horse-flesh he brought from
that desert country, and a monument in marble intended for him
may be converted to their use and benefit.
But Rihani needs no monument. He is safely enshrined in
the hearts of his people, and his books, of which the chairman
asked me particularly to speak, will be his lasting memorials.

THE LIFE OF RIHANI
EXCERPTS FROM THE REMARKS OF THE EDITOR OF THE SYRIAN
WORLD, ACTING AS TOASTMASTER AT THE RIHANI TESTIMONIAL
DINNER IN INTRODUCING THE GUEST OF HONOR.
BY SALLOUM

A.

MOKARZEL

Having been assigned the task of speaking on the life of our
guest of the evening, I feel that I should first tell you something
about his birthplace.
In the preface of one of his English books of poetry, Rihani
thus addresses his American reader:
"The stranger at thy gate, hailing from the Orient, holds out
to thee a gaunt and tatooed hand. This hand has often made
mud-pies from earth that might have once mapped out the stars;
or, in a drunken vision, heard the grumblings of a god and made
of them a captivating creed; the cheeks of a Jezebel or a St.
Takla; the heart of a slave that added beauty and horror to the
chariot of a Babylonian king or a Roman conqueror:—any or all
of these might have besmeared this hand."
This might be taken as somethnig more than an allegorical
figure. Who knows that it has not a foundation in fact? For the
village of Freike, the birthplace of Rihani, used to be once upon
a time a great stronghold. In both its location and its topography
it was ideally suited for a natural fort. It is a sort of peninsula
in the heart of the Lebanon mountains. Deep gorges which afford natural protection from attack on three sides are crowned by
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a plateau which is connected with the mainland by a narrow neck
of land which is easily defensible. The philology of its name in
itself indicates strength and impregnability. The origin of the
word is Syriac and means a stronghold. So from this we can deduce that the town must have had its place of importance in the
remote past.
The location of Freike is, furthermore, amenable to such an
interpretation. It is situated directly above the famous cave from
which issue the waters of the Dog River, and but a short distance
from the famous rock formation at the mouth of this river wherein are inscriptions, preserved to our day, marking the passage of
famous conquerors of history from the times of the Egyptians,
the Babylonians, the Persians, the Romans, the Arabs and other
invaders.
What lends more color tq this hypothesis is the fact that in
our present day we have families in Freike which bear such imposing names as Sultan, King, Wazir, Cadi and other such marks of
rank and authority. I wish to assure you, however, that all have
been reduced to a plebeian state, and all that remains of what
might have been once a flourishing condition are the numerous
churches and native ovens which are altogether out of proportion
with the present size of the town.
So the mud-pies which might have been made of the clay of
kings and astronomers might also have had a liberal mixture of
ingredients of writers and poets and men of other intellectual
achievements.
In this town was Ameen Rihani born. He lived amidst its
wholesome and rustic surroundings until the age of twelve. His
elementary education in the native Arabic was received in the
hospitable shade of an olive tree. But then came a young man of
the town who had had his higher education in the colleges of
Beirut and who cherished educational ambitions of his own. He
started a small boarding school affording higher education than
that available in the class under the olive tree and which both
Rihani and I attended. The founder of this REGULAR school was
N. A. Mokarzel, also a native of Freike, and now editor of AlHoda in New York.
Rihani then migrated with his father to the United States.
They settled in Washington Street, where they engaged in business. But something in the makeup of the boy, due, perhaps,
to some atavistic urge, prompted him to take up literature. Readers of his book, "The Book of Khalid," will discover therein
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much that is based on the author's actual experiences in his early
endeavors. Much midnight oil did he burn in poring over his
Shakespeare and other English authors. He once became a Shakespearean actor, and, like the famous bard, became a member of a
troupe. He was also the first Syrian in America to take up the
study of law.
A few years before the close of the century he went back to
his native Lebanon and it was there that we again met within the
enclosure of an educational institution. But in this instance the
institution was of a more pretentious nature, and dignified with
the title of college, as colleges go in Lebanon. Here Rihani
taught English and mathematics and studied Arabic. He is now
as gifted and versatile a writer in Arabic as he is in English.
' Now Rihani makes his permanent home in Freike. Thither
may be seen headed automobiles bearing not only Lebanese and
Syrian license plates, but plates of much more distant countries
such as Iraq, Arabia and Egypt. Freike has become a miniature
Mecca to those of the East who worship at the shrine of merit and
achievement. Rihani has brought to Freike some of what must
have been its former state of glory and fame. To him more than
to any other belongs the credit for having put it on the modern
map.
.
Rihani's recent travels in Arabia stand out as epics of achievement. They have made him a world figure as an authority on this
mysterious land. We rejoice in his achievements and are proud to
claim him as son of our New York Syrian community. Our coming together this evening to do him honor is but an indication of
our happiness and pride. I take great pleasure in introducing him
now to you.
AMERICANISM AND (NATIVE CULTURE
Following a few remarks in Arabic, Mr. Rihani spoke in
English on his travels and experiences in Arabia. His Arabic remarks, as later rendered by him into English, are as follows:
By

AMEEN RIHANI

Comparatively speaking, the Syrians are recent comers to
these shores; for Syrian immigration, which dates from the eighties is not yet a half century old. But one of the characteristics of
the Syrians is their power of assimilation, and the American-born
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among them have become thoroughly, though not altogether desirably, Americanized. I am a firm believer in Americanism} but
I believe also in foreign culture. Americanism to me, in its
highest and noblest expression, is the perpetuation of the spirit
of those who laid the foundation of this Republic, as well as the
spirit of those who helped afterwards to make this Republic what
it is today. When we honor, therefore, the Pilgrim Fathers and
the framers of the Constitution, we must not forget the immigrants that camel later from other countries in Europe and that
contributed, through their native culture, as well as through their
industry and skill, to the political and intellectual advancement
and to the economic strength of this great American nation.
Every people, ladies and gentlemen, has a certain culture,
which reflects the best of its racial heritage j and the nation in
which these various cultures abound and are incorporated harmoniously into its own spirit, without losing altogether their original identity, is destined to become the greatest nation in the world.
That is why I think that Americanism, or the American spirit,
with what there is in it of the democracy-urge and the humanityimpulse, is not likely to go beyond its geographical limits and
prevail in the world, as it is hoped and believed, unless it is hospitable to the native culture of the different foreign groups in the
citizenship of the country.
On the other hand, the-foreign-born and their descendants
in this their adopted country, can not better perform their duties
as citizens than by preserving their native culture and keeping
alive all that is good in their racial characteristics. That is why
I say to the new Syrian generation: Do not sacrifice everything
in your racial heritage and do not assimilate everything in your
new surroundings. The greatest good is in cultivating the best of
both j—the greatest good to you and to the country of your adoption, in which you have become a vital and beneficent element, is
in combining, equally and harmoniously, between the two heritages, the innate or native and the acquired.
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iRiddles
By ELIA D. MADI
Translated from the Arabic by Andrew Ghareeb

X.

y

I

Did I know, think you?
I do not know.

MAN
came,
Not knowing whence,
But came.
My feet saw the way,
And I walked therein,
And shall continue
Whether I so desire or not.
How did I come?
How see the path?
I do not know.

Think you
That,before ,1 was born a man
I was nothing
Or was I something?
Is there an answer
To this riddle?
Or must it be forever
Unsolved?
I do not knowj
And why I do not now know
I do not know.

Old or new
Is this existence?
Am I free
Or fettered?
Do I lead myself
Or am I led?
I wish I knew.
I do not know.
\

i

And my path—
What is it?
Is it long or short?
Am I ascending or descending.
And sinking deeper?
Is it I who travel
Along this path?
Or is it the path?
Or are we two still
And is it time that moves?
I do not know.

IN THE MONASTERY
I HAVE been told,
In the monastery are people
Who understand the mystery of

life.
Yet there I found naught
But stagnant minds
And hearts corpse-like,
Wherein desire was outworn.
I am not blind,
Are others?
I do not know.

It has been said
That those best acquainted with
life's secrets
Are
the
hermitage's dwellers.
Would that I knew!
I
say,
if
this saying be true,
While in the safe and unseen
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Then the secret is commonly
known.
Strange, how veiled eyes
Can see the light,
While the unveiled
Cannot see it.
I do not know.
If seclusion,
Piety and devotoin be,
Then the wolf is a monk,
And the lion's lair also
Is a monastery,
Which it is meet and right
To love.
Would that I knew
Whether devoutness
Kills or quickens the soul?
How can evil erase evil?
When itslef is evil?
I do not know.
In the monastery
I have seen
Flowers in an inclosure
Contented with salt water
Rather than pure dew.
Around them
Is the light that revives:
Yet they prefer darkness
To kill the heart in,patience,
Is that a wise thing to do?
I do not know.
At morn
I entered the cloister
Happy as the dawn,
And I left it at dusk r
Angry as the night.
There was but one sorrow
Then to vex my soulj
Now there, are many sorrows.

THE SYRIAN WORLD
From the monastery
Or from night
Does my sorrow come?
I do not know.
I entered the monastery
To question the devotees therein
Only to find them
As bewildered and amazed
As am I myself.
Despair overcame them
And found them submissive.
Lo, on the door
Is written:
I do not know.
Strange it is
That the recluse,
He, the all-knowing one,
Should abandon mankind,
When among them
Is the beauty of God,
For which he went
Searching in the desert,
What found he there,
Water or mirage?
I do not know.
Recluse,
How often have you disputed
the truth.
Had God intended
When He made you
That you should not love things
beautiful,
He would have created you
Without heart or soul.
Then, what you are doing
Is evil? He said:
I do not know.
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Fugitive,
Disgrace it is to run away.
Surely no good will come
Of what you are doing,
Even to the wilderness.
You are guilty,
Very guilty,
A criminal
With no reason for revenge.
Shall pod approve
And forgive?
I do not know.

THE SEA
I ASKED the sea,
Do I come from you?
Is it true
What some say
Of you and me?
Or is it a lie?
The waves laughed
And said:
I do not know.

1

And said
We ate fruit. >
We drank of you
And said
We drank the rain.
Is this true or false
I do not know.
Sea,
:
I asked the clouds
If they remembered your sands,
The leafy trees,
Your kindly rains,
And the pearls
Their birthplace.
Together I heard them say:
I do not know.
The waves dance.
Yet in your depths
A ceaseless war is waged.
There you made fish
And ravenous whale.
To your bosom
You have gathered
Life and death;
Are you cradle or tomb?
I do not know.

Sea,
How many centuries
Have passed over] you?
How many a lad and maid,
Does the shore know
Like
Leyla
It is kneeling before you?
And Ibn-Ul-Mullawah,
And the rivers, do they know
They are rushing back to you? Spent hours on your shore,
Listening and confessing
Whence did they come?
What was it the angry waves In ecstatic strains
Their love.
said?
Is the sound of the waves
I do not know.
A lost secret?
!
I do not know.
Sea,
You!send the clouds
How many kings at night
Which water land and trees.
Built pleasure domes
We ate you
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Beside you.
Then morning came
And found naught but mist.
Will they return, these kings?
Are they deep in the sand?
The sand said:
I do not know.
In you, sea,
Dwell shellfish and sand.
Shadow nor mind have- you.
And I have both.
Why should I die?
And you live?
I do not know.
Oh, book of time,
Has time past or future?
I am in time
As a small iboat
On a boundless sea.
I have no goal?
Has time?
Oh, for knowledge?

But how?
I do not know.
Sea,
In my breast
Are many secrets,
A veil fell on them,
And I am the veil.
The nearer I come,
The farther away I am.
When I seem
About to understand,
I do not know.
I am an ocean, sea,
Whose two shores are yours,
The unknown tomorrow
And yesterday.
And you and I
Are but a drop
In their fathomless depth*.
Ask not
What is tomorrow,
What is yesterday?
I do not know.

Fame
By G. K. GIBRAN
Translated from the Arabic by Andrew Gharaeb
I wrote a line at ebb tide
Upon the sand,
And therein I confined
My heart and mind.
Back I came at high tide
To the strand
Seeking?—only to find
That fame is blind.
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Books and Authors
VALUABLE SCRAPS
The American Scrap Book (400 pp., $5.00). The European Scrap Book (398 pp., $5.00.) W. H. Wise & Co.,
New York.
These two volumes represent American enterprise of the
highest type masterfully executed. The splendid quality of the
editorial work is in harmony with the beautiful typographical
results. Both volumes are appropriately illustrated. They bear
out in every respect the statement of the publishers that each,
in its domain, is "An encyclopedia of the year, a world almanac
of ideas—the most vivid and entertaining portions of every
thing that has been discovered, created, achieved or published."
It is a pleasure to state that in the American Scrap Book
a poem by our gifted writer, Ameen Rihani, was selected as
being one of the best poetical expressions of the year.

AROUND THE COAST OF ARABIA
Before penetrating into the heart of the Arabian Peninsula,
our noted author and traveller, Ameen Rihani, made the circuit of the coast of Arabia from the Suez Canal and Jedda to
Basra and Baghdad. In this extended sea voyage he found himself at one time touching the coast of India in order to make
the proper connections for reaching one coast of Arabia from
the other. What he saw during this voyage may be what all
other travellers see, but not all are gifted with the faculty of
perception and the ability for description with which he is
endowed. It may be confidently expected, therefore, that his
account of this voyage will be replete with the charm of witticism that none other than a native of the Arabic language and
a gifted writer such as Rihani can bring to play under similar
circumstances.
A new book of travel by Rihani, under the title of "Around
the Coast of Arabia," will be published this fall by Houghton
Mifflin Co. of Boston, containing the description of what he saw
and experienced during his recent travels before making his
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entry into the inhospitable desert.
Admirers of Rihani will welcome this opportunity of further
accompanying the author in his travels through lands never before seen through as appreciative eyes or described with as much
ability and talent.

THE GARDEN OF THE PROPHET
°ur ^fted author and poet, G. Kahlil Gibran, author of
The Prophet," "Jesus, the Son of Man," etc., has under preparation another book which may be considered complimentary to
his former notable works in the series revolving around one
grand theme deploying itself with every new publication. The
title of the new book is "The Garden of the Prophet" and is
expected to be published this fall.
As the title indicates, this new work will depict the world
in which the Prophet moves and attempt to give expression to
the ideas which form the garden of his soul. It would be futile
to attempt giving a summary or an outline of what the exact
nature of the work will be, as none other than the author can
conceive of the subtleties which characterize his works. We may
confidently expect, however, that this forthcoming book will be
the expression of the maturer philosophy of this author, born
in the shadow of the eternal Cedars of Lebanon, who was largely
instrumental in bringing a new appreciation of the soul of the
East to the American reading public.

IN TENEBRIS
Dr. Nejib A. Katibah is one of our most gifted poets and
taleftted writers. His original stories and his translations of
Arabic classics will be remembered by readers of the Syrian
World by the masterly art which he has brought into them.
It is a. pleasure to announce that Dr. Katibah is now working on a tragedy to which he has given the title "Tenebris" and
which we- have" every reason to look forward confidently to its
production on the- New York stage. The" plot is woven- around:
a recent famous incident replete-with- dramatic possibilities which
th£Apoet has utilized'to the greatest advantage.
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USAMA A DELIGHTFUL CHARACTER

Readers of the Syrian World have had a foretaste of
Usama, whom Dr. Philip K. Hitti describes as a Syrian-Arab
gentleman and warrior of the Crusades and a contemporary of
the great Saladin. What they have read about him, however,
is but a scholarly dissertation on the character of the period in
which Usama lived and represents only an academic appraisal
of the work. The book itself is of a character that brings it
within the definition of popular reading. It is replete with
witticism and gives the versions of an able Moslem writer on
the customs and manners of the Franks as viewed by the native
Syrian-Arab. Especially in the field of medicine, the account
shows the Syrians much more advanced than the Crusaders.
Dr. Hitti has made an able translation of this work which
is being published by the Columbia University Press and is
expected to be issued this fall.

GREEK CLASSICS

w

Dr. Marion Mills Miller, who gave an appreciation of
Rihani's contribution to English literature at the Rihani Testimonial Dinner, is the translator of several classics from Greek
into English poetry that has elicited the admiration and the
highest commendation of the foremost American critics. Now
that we are coming to know Dr. Miller better, we should feel
proud of his having joined the ancient and honorable order of
the Syrians, as he expressed himself.
The two outstanding works of Dr. Miller are The Songs
of Sappho and The Greek Idyls, both published by The Maxwelton Company of Lexington, Ky. In the words of Edwin
Markham, these books are "sumptuous ... for all seekers after
the higher culture . . . a distinguished contribution to American
letters."

MORE ABOUT THE JINN
H. I. Katibah, author of "Other Arabian Nights," is makr
ing further excursions into the World of Arabian fairy tales.
He has now under publication by Scribners another volume
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which will appear this fall under the title of "The Jinni of
Yabroud and Other Arabian Tales." Yabroud is the author's
native town in Syria and its Jinn must be endowed with special
powers, manifestations of which should furnish interesting reading. Surely, the work of Mr. Katibah should prove a valuable
contribution to this branch of literature.
Mr. Katibah sails for Syria this spring as a correspondent
of several American newspapers and for purposes of special
studies of his own. He has also made arrangements with the
firm of A. K. Hitti & Co., of New York, for conducting a special tour in Syria and Palestine for Syrians and Americans who
wish to take advantage of seeing these historic countries under
the direction of a native scholar.

AN ADDITIONAL PLEDGE TO THE FEDERATION
The following communication was received through Dr. W. S.
Tjirick of Indianapolis, Ind— With this the total number of fledges so far received reaches nineteen from all over the country
Editory The Syrian World.
The Syrian-American Brotherhood of Indianapolis, Indiana,
commends your efforts towards the organization of Syrian societies
into a federation. Collectively and individually we indorse this
worthy undertaking and pledge our support towards its complete
realization.
There is a great need for a movement which would unite
the Syrian people in this country. A Federation would strengthen
its members and be strengthened by them. The ideals, the purposes, and the efforts of the various Syrian societies would be
standardized, responsibilities would be greater, and the subsequent accomplishments a source of pride to every Syrian and Syrian-American. We feel that if the Syrian World had done
nothing else but undertake this Federation movement it would
have justified its existence. Therefore we arise as a body and
acclaim this movement.
The Syrian-American Brotherhood
Indianapolis, Indiana,
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Magic - Old and New
Origin of Fire-blowing Trick Identified With a Syrian
Slave in Sicily
By ALFRED MTTSSAWIB
A LL wonder is the effect of novelty on ignorance," says Samuel
Johnson. This obvious principle is the foundation of all magic, ancient and modern.
Ever since man saw the first flash of lightning} ever since he
produced the first flame by rubbing two sticks together, he has
looked upon it with varying degrees of awe, reverence and fear.
This is the reason why priests of olden days used fire in their
rituals, and why the old as well as the modern magicians make
use of fire-eating and heat-resistance in their tricks. Good magicians of today, however, have branded it as cliche, and one sees
fire-eaters now only at cheap carnival side shows.
One of the very early users of fire as a method to produce
awe and wonder among people was a man named Eunus, a Syrian,
who was, it is said, a man of great courage and daring. He was
one of the slaves in Sicily, and during the insurrection of these
slaves against their masters he proved of great value to their
cause. He was very eloquent and made speeches to his fellows
in order to keep up their spirits in their revolt. During his harangues he would pause a while and give an exhibition of blowing
sparks and flames from his mouth. In this way he made people
believe he had communication with the gods, and thus established
courage and confidence in his fellow slaves and proved himself a great factor in their revolution against their cruel oppressors.
Eunus' modus operandi was very simple. He used a hollowed walnut in which a hole was punctured at each end. Some
smouldering rags or other material were placed inside the shell
of the walnut. With this crude apparatus in his mouth he had
merely to blow through it in order to emit sparks and flames.
This trick today carries with it no element of wonder, but the
effect it had in the old days is apparent when we learn that Rabbi
Bar-Cocheba, during the reign of Hadrian, caused people to
believe that he was the Messiah, by the use of this simple means.
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Emperor Constantine, we are also told, fled in terror when informed that one of his bodyguard was seen to emit sparks and
flames from his mouth.
Since that time the "art" of fire-eating and heat-resistance
has improved considerably, and we find that in the middle of
the nineteenth century it was one of the most popular forms of
magical entertainment. The"Master Fire-Eater", "The FireKing", was the outstanding performer of that period. He was
a Frenchman , one Chabert, who was a doctor of medicine, philosopher, chemist and pharmacist, and lived in New York City for
twenty-seven years where at various times, besides practicing magic, he also practiced the above mentioned arts. Chabert included
poison-eating and other forms of magic besides fire-eating and
heat-resistance in his performances. He began by partaking of
a hearty meal of phosphorus. He washed this meal down with
oxalic acid and solutions of arsenic. The above mentioned are
all very violent poisons and are fatal even in very small quantities. He followed this by helping himself, with his naked hands,
to large quantities of molten lead followed by several tablespoonfuls of boiling oil, all of which he ate with apparent great
relish. Then after allowing a baker's oven to be heated with
fifteen fagots of wood, Chabert entered the oven with a dish of
raw meat, and when it was properly cooked, he emerged from the
oven with it, entered the oven again with another piece of meat
and remained there until the second piece was cooked. Subsequently he entered the oven for the third time and remained
there for thirty minutes. All this performance was done on the
same day!
Many challenges and wagers were made as to the genuineness of Chabert's performances, but in every instance he was
astute enough to vindicate himself from the brand of faker. He
was once accused of being a quack doctor, at which he became
very indignant, showing innumerable degrees and letters from
various colleges and universities to substantiate his claims. Little
of his mlodus operandi is known today. He was killed while
making an experiment in chemistry at which a violent explosion
occured, blowing him to pieces.
History shows a very long list of fire-eaters, heat-resisters
and human salamanders such as frog and snake and stone swallowers, the details of which are better omitted because of their
nauseating effect.
Sword-swallowing is another performance which is now al-
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most out of vogue. A sword-swallower of note was one Edith
Clifford, a member of the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and
Bailey show. This woman was capable of swallowing ten long
blades at one time. The height of her performance was the swallowing of a twenty-three inch bayonet in a very novel manner.
The bayonet was loaded into a cannon and fired, driving the
bayonet down her throat.
The secret of sword-swallowing is very simple. The aesophagus (food passage to the stomach), is a tube of cartilage which
can be easily distended, and if done carefully, without injury.
The "secret" is to be able to withstand a nauseating effect caused
by introducing foreign bodies into the throat. This can be done
with a reasonable amount of patience and practice. The amateur
first starts by swallowing ordinary walking sticks, and by gradually
getting used to %the introduction of foreign bodies into his throat
and stomach, he is able to manipulate swords and other dangerous articles.
The magic of the old days is now being replaced on the modern stage by elaborate illusions, the apparatus for which runs in
many cases well into the five figures. Among some of the more
modern illusions is the much discussed trick, done for the first
time a few years ago, of "sawing a woman in half."
This proved a most successful illusion and has been performed in a ridiculously crude and inartistic manner in the side-shows
of Coney Island. Here is a brief description of the trick.
A large oblong box is brought upon the stage, at one end of
which are two holes and at the other end but one hole. A girl
enters the box and puts her two feet through the openings at one
end and her head through the opening on the other. In this way
both her head and feet are; protruding from the ends of the box.
The box is then closed. A large saw is secured and immediately
two men saw all the way down to the middle of the box. The
two open ends are now covered each by a board so that the audience may not have to view the "gruesome sight" of the cut body.
The two halves of the box, each of which contains a half of the
separated body, are moved about on the stage to show that the
body is really cut in half. I say this trick was successful, but merely from the standpoint of the impressive effect it had on the audience, but from the point of remaining a secret it was a sad failure.
The secret, of course, when known, is simplicity itself. When the
box is first brought upon the stage, it secretly contains a girl who
is a duplicate or double of the one who is to be "sawed up". As
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soon as the girl to be sawed up enters the box, the girl who is
already within puts her feet through the openings at one end
while the girl to be sawed up puts her head through the opening
at the other end. The girls each curls up in her end of the box
so that there is plenty of room in the middle for the descent of the
cruel, cruel saw. And that's all there is to that.
One of the best illusions of today is the one performed by
the famous magician Howard Thurston. It is that of levitigating
a woman several feet in the air. There is no visible means of
support either over, beneath or around the girl, and the audience
is completely baffled to see the girl suspended in this manner. This
is a sample of perfect illusion. Many theories have been formulated as to the secret of this trick, but I think it will remain a
secret for a long time unless Mr. Thurston becomes careless, which
is indeed very unlikely.
The master of them all, however, was the late Houdini. He,
to my mind, is not only a master magician and showman, but a
scientist of the highest caliber whose marvelous career is characterized by unsurpassed gentlemanliness. His tricks, illusions and
escapades are never to be forgotten, especially his fight against
fake and fraudulent spirit meetings and so-called mediums who
have robbed thousands and driven not a few to insane asylums
and suicide. This, I believe, is a social service equal to his service
of bringing genuine entertainment and pleasure to the millions
who have seen him in every nook and corner of the world throughout his long and romantic career.

Arab Wisdom
Beware of superfluous speech, for it acts to reveal your hidden defects.
Knowledge that brings no practical results is like ineffective
medicine.
Preach to wrongdoers by your good deeds.
The slip of the foot might cause a sprain, but the slip of th»
tongue might bring untold misfortune.
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Come, Brother
By

LABEEBEE

A. J.

HANNA

Dedicated to the Proposed Federation of the Syrian Societies
In the United States

(

Here, take my hand, brother,
And clasp it warm,
And give me yours in return—
I'll clasp it warm!
I had grown strangely tired—
It's hard this way
Alone amidst some strangers
Most every day.
I love your friendly smile
(You understand)
The merry twinkle in your eye,
Your welcome hand!
I never dreamed or hoped
For aught like this:
To span the miles to find you
Now is real bliss!
Oh, others are fine, yes!
They help, 'tis true,
But my fathers, brothers and sisters
Are amongst you!
Something was strangely lacking;
Though 'tis my prime,
I've hungered, thirsted for something
For a long, long time.

it

-Pi

But, now that I see your smile
The twinkle in your eye
God help us, brother and sister,
You and I.
We are of the blood, brother—
No better charm!
Again take my hand, brother.
Oh, clasp it warm!
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
INTIMATE

TALK

HTHE Syrian World is primarily a class publication. It
was launched chiefly in the interest of the Syrian-American
generation in an effort to perpetuate a heritage which has come
down to them from great ancestors. In the performance of
this service, the publication'
could not fail but be of benefit:
to all lovers of literature and
students of ethnic characteristics and racial cultures. But the
fact remains that those who
should receive the direct benefit of the publication are those
whom it was intended primarily
to serve.
It would be useless at this
point to recapitulate the specific
objects prompting the publication of the Syrian World. What
may be briefly mentioned on the
subject of the reaction to its publication is that it has met with
the unqualified approval and
disinterested support and cooperation of our foremost thinkers,
educators and writers. The vision of our public men has encompassed the great advantages
that must accrue to our race
from the prosecution of the educational and informative nature of the publication.
Yet the support of those

whom it is mainly intended to
benefit, the rank and file of our
youth, has been far from sufficient to meet the actual cost of
publication. There are thousands of potential subsccribers
who should, in justice to themselves, read the magazine.
There is no argument that could
be advanced against it in view
of the fact that during the almost three years since its appearance none such has been
forthcoming. How to reach
these potential readers is the
question on which depends not
<
only the continuation of the
publication, but the assurance
that it is rendering in fuller
measure the service for which
it was intended.
Under present conditions,
there seems to be no avenue
open to us except that of depending on the voluntary assistance of present subscribers to \
bring about the much needed
increase. We have exhaustively circularized all available lists
but still meet with individual
cases where the claim is made
that the new subscriber had just
had the publication called to his
attention. To that would usually be added the unqualified
praise of the magazine and its
purpose. This goes to prove
the existence of a field yet un-
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touched and for the cultiva- crease thtf circulation to the extion of which our only hope at tent of making the publication
present is, as previously stated, self-supporting.
in the voluntary assistance of
We would appreciate this copresent subscribers.
operation all the more at this
As has been repeatedly de- time when we have almost
clared, the; Syrian World is an reached the end of our third
individual enterprise having no year. We plan extensive and
financial support of any nature substantial improvements for
or form. The only cooperation the coming year, and it would
received, and the one for which be most gratifying to have an
grateful acknowledgment is al- increased number of readers get
ways made, is in the form of the the benefit of these added efforts. Especially do we proliterary assistance of our con
tributors. We are also happy pose to have the magazine more
to add that our contributors extensively illustrated and carcomprise practically all of our rying fresh material from the
motherland as a result of the
ranking talent.
proposed trip of the editor to
We venture on these remarks
Syria this summer.
as a form of partial report on
Is it too much to ask each subconditions to our loyal friends
comprising our present subscri- scriber to secure another or supbers. It is the kind of statement ply us with a list of prospects
not usually made by the ordi- to w,hom w,e would be pleased to
nary publication run on regular
We would again call atention
commercial lines. Our claim is
that the Syrian World is differ- to the fact that the Syrian
ent in that it is chiefly for the World, in its public character,
interest of Syrians. It is an in- is the common property of all
terpreter of Syrian culture and Syrians in America and it would
should be looked upon by Syr- be gratifying to us to learn in
ians1 as upholding their prestige a tangible manner that they are
and gaining for them the place acting on this conviction.
among ethnic groups in America
that is rightly theirs. Looked
THE .FEDERATION
upon in this light the publicaDuring the month we receivtion is every Syrian's property
ed
only one additional accepand should be supported as such.
This support we do not ask in tance to join the Federation of
the form of endowment or sub- Syrian societies in the United
sidy but in the simple form of States, but many inquiries. The
cooperative effort to help in- acceptance is from the Syrian-

'
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American Brotherhood of Indianapolis, Indiana, whose very
cheering letter is published elsewhere in this issue. We are also
in receipt of a poem in praise
of the movement from Miss
Labeebee A. J. Hanna, {a teacher in Boston, also published
in this issue.
The inquiries received are
from different sections of the
country and deal with certain
details of the proposed Federation. We entertain no doubt
that all these inquiries will ultimately result in favorable action, but their real significance
is in the growth of interest in
the movement and the obvious
intention of many more societies
to join once they are satisfied
about some points concerning
which they seek further enlightenment.
On general principles, we
wish to reiterate that it is far
from; our intentions or designs
to dictate the policies of the federation. Our hope and dream
has been to bring the societies
together on the principle of a
federation in the interest of
promoting the welfare of the
race. The working program is
to be left to them. They are
the better judges of what can
be done whether in the initial
stages or in seeking the ultimate
goal as the work progresses.
In fact, bringing our societies
together in a general convention
on grounds of common under-

THS SYRIAN WORLD
standing to dicuss common problems and seeking means of collective, constructive action is in
itself a great step forward.
There should hardly be any
doubt that so many different
societies representing Syrian
public spirit all over the land,
and coming together on a patriotic impulse and for; a common purpose, could fail to act
except in the best interest of the
race. With such a body of true
patriots the destiny of the race
would rest in the safest hands.
We hope to be able to make
an important announcement
concerning the federaton movement in one of the two coming
issues of the Syrian World. In
the meantime, we would urge
the necessity of further missionary work, on the part of
pledged societies in the hope of
further increasing the} membership before calling the convention or taking any other definite
step towards concrete action.
SYRIA TO THE FRONT
""pHIS issue of the Syrian
World goes to press before
the scheduled lecture of Professor James H. Breasted at Bryn
Mawr on April 11. The announced subject of Professor
Breasted's lecture on that date
is "The Place of the Near East
in Human Development". The
Near East comprises many
countries besides Syria and the
Holy Land, but we may safely
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surmise that the learned Professor's remarks will be centered on these latter countries.
Professor Breasted is the foremost authority in America on
the history of the Near East.
He is director of the Oriental
Institute of the University of
Chicago, and his works in his
chosen field of research are textbooks in! many high institutions
of learning. He has recently
returned from a tour of Egypt,
Palestine and Syria which he
made in company with Mr John
D. Rockefeller, Jr.
It is most gratifying to note
that the Near East is coming
more and more into its own as
the birthplace of civilization.
Readers of the Syrian World
have had material aplenty along
this line, chiefly from the pen
of our own learned specialist on
Semitic languages and history,
Professor Philip K. Hitti of
Princeton ^University. We can
entertain no doubt that Professor Breasted will corroborate
the statements of Professor
Hitti. After all, facts are facts,
but coming from many authorities they are more readily accepted. Then there would be
no further ground for accusation that in stating the facts of
history one is biased towards his
own country and race.
It has been repeatedly dinned
into the ears of the Syrians that
theirs is a most glorious heritage. We trust that with the

repetition of this statement
from the highest authoritative
sources they will come to appreciate this distinction and devote some effort towards the
perpetuation of that to which
they have fallen heirs.
CHANGING TIMES
The comments so far received
from our readers on the subject
of "The Marriage Problem
Among Syrians", first discussed
by Mr. A. Hakim in his series
The Sage of Washington Street,
present an interesting study in
psychology. We have permitted the widest possible latitude
of comment in order to get the
true reaction of our new generation. It now is evident that,
while there is a strong sentimental attachment to some time
honored customs, the, general
tendency is for the wider exercise of personal liberty.
As stated by students of the
evolutionary process among
other nationalities, this condition is not confined to the Syrians. We also have to allow
due consideration for the spirit
of the times in general, where
tendencies are to break down the
barriers of convention.
The
movement may not be possible
of checking altogether, but it
can surely be modified and
regulated, so that some of the
characteristically Syrian virtues,
such as filial devotion and feminine modesty, may not be lost.
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Spirit of the Syrian Press
Under this caption we hope, to present from time to time. a micwjco*Ct re
A u^ L
°f "* Ar*bic presa' not only in *» country, but wherever
A»abic dailies and magazines reflect the opinions of responsible, thinkin.
writers who are treating the different problems that confront the Arabicspeaking world from all conceivable angles. Needles* to say, we will take
no pajrt in the discussions reproduced, no? assume any responsibility Our
task win simply consist in selecting, to the best of our knowledge and
with utmost sincerity, what we think is representative of the public opi»ten as expressed in these editorials.
Editor

DEATH OF A GIANT
Death struck Marshal Ferdinand
Foch like a thunderbolt and in laying him low destroyed many hopes.
Words fail to adequately describe
the genius, of the greatest soldier of
this age. Suffice it to say that he
has achieved victory with the minimum of bloodshed that usually accompanies modern warfare.
During our visit to Pars, as delegate to the Peace Conference representing the Lebanon League of
Progress and other patriotic organizations in America, we visited
Marshal Foch at his home on several
occasions. We were struck with the
extreme simplicity of his home life.
We were much more impressed, however, with his extreme solicitude for
the cause of fjebanon. We did not
ask him at the time for his photograph, but upon our return to our
hotel an officer came asking for us
and handed to us an autographed
photograph of the Marshal with a
letter of acknowledgment and thanks
to the Lebanon League of Progress
for its contribution to the victory
memorial which he was then planning-.

Marshal Foch expressed to us personally that never will France forsake the protection of Lebanon in
its natural rights so long as it had
a single army corps left.
This we mention as proof of the
Marshal's interest in Lebanon and
his championship of its cause. Lebanon has lost by the death of this
great man one of its greatest and
most loyal friends.
,
—Al-Hoda, N. Y. March 29, 1929

GENERAL SARRAIL
Death has claimed in the person
of General Maurice Emmanual Sarrail another great Fivnch military
figure. He was one of the heroes of
Verdun, the commander of the Allies
in Soloniki, and, in the opinion of
many, the cause of the Druze revolt
in Syria.
We cannot honestly subscribe to
this last contention because the revolt was for a long time brewing
for the purpose of revenging old
grudges and achieving preposterous
ambitions in which Gen. Sarrail had
no hand.
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There can be no doubt of the military genius of Gen. Sarrail which
was admitted by friend and foe alike. But he was not a wise administrator. He was a radical military
man who combined certain irreconcilable characteristics which made it
unwise to appoint him to the High
Commissionership of Lebanon and
Syria. This was further aggravated
by the obduracy of his supporters,
whether in Paris or Syria and Lebanon, which brought about added injury to the country under mandate.
At this hour we respectfully bow
our heads in memory of Gen. Sarrail remembering only his many virtues.
—Al-Hoda, N. Y. March, 29, 1929

ing to the civilian inhabitants. This
resulted in no less than five hundred
being killed, mostly innocent womeji
and children.
It is strange that the French should
lay the remains of this general, who
thus caused the massacre of the
people of Damascus, alongside those
of Napoleon and Foch. Sarrail may
lie in the Invalides, but the shame
he has committed will follow him to
the grave and will be his outstanding mark of distinction on the pages
of history.
—Mirror of the West
N. Y. March 27, 193?

THE DEATH OF SARRAIL
The obituary comments on Gen.
Sarrail represent him as being one
of the great geniuses of the late war
but one who could not attain higher
positions of trust owing to his radical
convictions.
During the early stages of the war
Gen. Sarrail did show some ability
at Verdun, but he showed weakness
and incompetency at Saloniki and
proved himself a ruthless tyrant at
Damascus. His overbearing manner
could not have been surpassed when,
at Beirut, he refused audience to the
Druze chieftains and dealt them a
crushing blow to their dignity and
pride. They retaliated with sword
and fire and but for a little would
have taken him prisoner.
Gen. Sarrail did not hesitate to order the bombardment of Damascus
the oldest city in the world, when
the rebels carried the fight on the
French to the heart of the city, and
did so without even issuing a warn-

GENERAL SARRAIL A
FRIEND OF SYRIA
General Sarrail will be remembered as the French High Commissioner during whose term of office
the Druze revolution, otherwise
known as the Syrian revolution, took
place.
Syria has tried many High Commissioners besides Gen. Sarrail, and
she must have surely discovered in
him a man of truer friendship and
more benevolent policy than many
others, although at the time she did
not realize the extent of her good
fortune in having such a sterling
man. True value is appreciated only
after a loss, and, as the Arab poet
remarks, "Only after you had tried
others will you realize the loyalty of
my friendship".
Gen. Sarrail was anti-clerical and
very impatient with the motives
-which caused the division of Syria
into so many small separate political
units or States. Instead of regarding him as a true benefactor, these
elements in Syria which are the cause
of its decadence hated him bitterly
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and rejoiced at hia recall.
Gen. Sarrail must have died with
much bitterness in his heart over
Syria. He was anxious to free the
country of its bondage and it was in
this spirit that he insulted those
who have become accustomed to the
yoke of servitude. Instead of being
grateful to him they brought upon
him the grave responsibility of either
bombarding Damascus or permitting
massacres that would claim an untold toll of lives. He chose the former course which seemed to him the
lesser of the two evils.
Syria has had since a succession
of High Cmmissioners and has witnessed lately the proroguing of the
Constituent Assembly. This should
convince the Syrians that the Mandatory Power is in their country to
stay and that with the failure of
conciliatory policies stringent methods will be resorted to. The Syrians
seem to respect m'ore the latter
course, as proven by their contentment under the iron hand of Ponsot
while restive under the gentle hand
of Sarrail.
—As-Sayeh, N. Y. March 27

THE SYRIAN CRISIS
The latest reports on the progress
of the negotiations between High
Commissioner Ponsot and the Syrian
Nationalists indicate that the crisis
is becoming more grave. For these
results we believe the Syrians are
mostly to blame because of the uncompromising attitude they have assumed. They demanded absolute independence when they should have
realized that France, as the Mandatory Power, could not consistently
grant them all their demands. They
misinterpreted the patience and to-

lerance of M. Ponsot and would not
yield in good faith to his advice. It
is their fault that he had no alternative but to prorogue the Constituent Assembly.
We wish to assure our Syria*
neighbors that they have our sympathy and good wishes in their
struggle for independence.
This
would be our attitude for obvious
reasons with all weak nations seeking independence. But events have
so far proved that there are among
the Syrians no able statesman capable of handling the delicate situation in which the country finds itself. If in the realm of politics Syrian leaders had shown the same loyalty and ability which the military
leader of the revolution has shown in
his field their position would now be
much different than what it is. On
the contrary, they have only shown
unreasonable stubborness by demanding what is obviously impossible.
We would advise the Syrians to
believe in the good intentions of
France and follow in their relations
with her such course as would prove
to her their willingness to enter into a true spirit of cooperation and
understanding. They should realize
that the use of force will not only be
unavailing but will react to the further injury of their cause.
—Ash-Shaab, N. Y. Mar. 16, 1929

EVADING TEMPTATION
OF BREAKING FAST
Ramadan is a month of fast with
our brother Moslems in which they
are prohibited from partaking of
food or drink in any form during the
day. During the Turkish regime,
if a non-Moslem indulged in satisfying his hunger or thirst, even if
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that be in the form of taking a glass
of water, in view of a fasting Moslem, he was persecuted on the ground
that he was causing temptation to
one of the faithful.
Now the Turkish regime has passed, but not the reactionary custom
of restricting non-Moslems in the
exercise of their personal liberties.
The action of the Syrian government
in Damascus in closing restaurants
and cafes suspected of affording
temptation to the Moslems during
Ramadan speaks ill for the success
of the republican form of government in that country- It tends to
prove the contention of the critics of
the Syrians that they cannot be entrusted with the task of self-government where all elements of the population will receive equal treatment.
Their stipulation in the Constitution that the President of the Republic should be of the Moslem faith
is an indication of their lack of tolerance.
Under the circumstances, what logical reason can be advanced against
the demand of the non-Moslems to
be independent of the Syrian government of the interior? So long as the
Moslems act on the assumption that
the country is theirs to the exclusion of all others, all promises of
equality of treatment to other elements cannot be expected to stand
the test of actual proof.
—Syrian Eagle, N. Y. March 19,

THE WOES OF LEBANON
Many developments have come to
pass since the enlargement cf Lebanon to its present boundaries which
make the Lebanese regret ever having laid claim to any extra terri-

In its former condition, Lebanon
was almost free from taxation. It
was a creditor and not a debtor
country. It had consented, during
the term of Franco Pasha, its second
Mutasarref under the old regime, to
forego the annuity of 500 bags which
the Turkish government agreed to
pay to it following the Protocol of
1860.
Now, with the annexation of small
strips of extra territory, Lebanon is
called upon to pay a disproportionate
share of the old Ottoman debt. The
Representative Assembly has sanctioned these payments amounting to
three-hundred thousand gold pounds
a year for a term of eighty-five
years. We doubt that the government revenue from the; annexed territories will equal these payments.
Our Representatives should have
opposed with all determination such
an arrangement. They should at
least have claimed the sums which
they waived in favor of the Ottoman
government to partly offset these
new demands. They should have
placed the interests of their constituents above those of the French
who are the chief beneficiaries from
these arrangements. Otherwise they
should have resigned in a body rather
than approve of such an arrangement
which spells further economic ruin
to a country already exhausted by
excessive demands on her small revenues.
,
—Ash-Shaab, N. Y. March 24

INDEPENDENCE
Bravo, Syrians! They have built a
church without calling on the emigrants for contributions. There ii
nothing like independence.
—A»-Sayeh, N. Y. March 98
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Readers' Foru m
ANOTHER SYRIAN GIRL
OUT FOR FREEDOM
Editor, The Syrian World,
I agree entirely and absolutely
with Miss Soloman. Why should
Syrian girls be denied the same privileges Syrian boys are allowed?
Why aren't our girls allowed to go
with boys of other nationalities?
Miss Edna Shakar states in her
letter of February that no Syrian
girl need fear a boy of her own nationality. Does she mean to imply
that tihey should fear boys of other
nationalities. She also states that
Syrian girls are respected by boys
of their own race. She says that a
boy realizes how morally clean a Syrian girl is. Are Syrian girls cleaner
and do they have a higher standard
of morals than other girls?. Absolutely not. Don't you think that a
boy of any nationality respects a girl
of any other nationality who is modest and has a high code of morals ?
Of course he does.
Miss Shakar calls herself modern.
But she seems to be far from it. She
also states that she went to a school
in this country. Probably a co-educational one where she came in daily
contact with boys. When she came
home from school, why shouldn't she
be allowed her freedom ?
Why shouldn't a Syrian girl have,
or be thought by her parents, a thorough knowledge and understanding
of sex relationship and then be given
her freedom.
In answer to Miss E. K. Saloomey.
Is there any reason why Syrian girls
shouldn't hate their parents if they

are allowed no freedom or privileges ?
What is the result? A girl steps
out secretly with the wrong kind of
young men. She goes to road houses
•where she consequently learns to
drink and smoke.
If parents are wise and make companions of their children all this and
more would be prevented.
Let us rejoice there are a few
broad-minded Syrian parents.
Kathryn H. Rashid
Chautauqua, N. Y.

MODEL LIFE OF
THE SYRIAN GIRL
Editor, The Syrian World,
Before I undertook to write again
on the subject under discusson in
the Syrian World, I spoke with fathers and mothers as well as with
their sons and daughters, and none
seem to share Miss Mary Soloman's
point of view.
True,I have not studied conditions
in the strict sense, but mostly as a
social pastime. I have visited at
least a radius of 150 miles and nowhere have I seen such strict rules
against the girls.
Miss Soloman's first letter made
us believe her to be an altogether
different type than she really is, but
now that she has modified her expressions, I can more readily see her
stand even if I do not agree with her
on all things. She gave me the impression that she is trying to revolutionize Syrian ideas and customs.
I now see that she shares the ideas
of most of us.

i
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The answer to Miss Soloman's are all members of a common social
chib that functions to perfection
query as to why won't our parents
even
if not organized.
give us free will to go out with boys
Instead
of arguing on the marof other nationalities is this: She is
riage
problem,
the question of clubs
not thinking of the future, but only
which
Miss
Soloman
suggested in
of the present. The next generation
one
of
her
letters
is
a
much better
will be so mixed that our heritage
subject
and
a
much
quicker
way out
will be lost, then the remnant of the
Syrian race will regret the condi- of the difficulty.
I have found out if young people
tions and wish we could have remained in our own circle with a trace will have clubs they will find the
freedom they are looking for in a
of our old customs.
Intermarriage with other nation- n'ce, clean and wholesome way that
alities and co-ed freedom is coming will not be objectionable to their
on with a rush—you cannot make parents.
Here's hoping this letter will enit faster nor can I retard it. So why
courage
some to start a club if they
argue about so vital a subject.
already
haven't one, and let's hear
I think I have freedom and yet not
more
on
the subject of club formain the sense you mean it. We are
tion
than
the marriage problem.
allowed everything by our parents
Edna Shakar
except keeping company with boys.
Adams,
Mass.
As I said before, they visit us, and
we make up a party and go out in
a group.
I do like boy and girl companion- A YOUNG MAN
ship, but to go out against my paGIVES AN OPINION
rents' will is not in me. Perhaps it
Editor, The Syrian World,
is the way one is brought up. We do
not couple up and go out, but as a
Miss Soloman lias certainly startcrowd, we go out boys and girls to- ed a very good argument, and now
why not let some of the young men
gether.
The young people in our commu- express their opinion on the subnity do not feel that their freedom ject?
Freedom, according to Miss Solois abused because of this. In Adams
there are about 15 Syrian families man's definition, is blaming the paliving together most harmoniously. rents. But why not let us Bee why
When there is a party everybody is our parents must be so strict.
I think that Syrian girls would
invited young and old. We dance,
have
more freedom if it would not
sing and play games, at times the
be
hampered,
as it is. not by the
old people joining in our fun and at
girls'
mothers,
but by those upon
other times we are left alone.
whom
seems
to
fall the responsiWe get so whether we are in prebility
to
burden
themselves
by prosence of our people or among strantecting
other
peoples'
children.
gers we act the same way and with
The mothers would gladly let their
our usual freedom. We have had
daughters
have more liberty if those
clubs composed of not more than
few
who
are
always ready with unten young people, but then, I have
necessary
gossip
of what they have
found, quantity doe* not matter. We
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seen, would only stop to think of the
anguish they cause.
I have read most all of the letters
contradicting Miss Soloman, but I
still agree with her on most of her
arguments.
Her idea of permitting the girls
to bring their boy friends home is
good and wholesome advice. If the
boys are the right sort, they will
without doubt accept the invitation
to "meet the folks"; and, if our parents cannot see "beneath the skin",
why no one can.
Miss Soloman should not touch on
the subject of mixed marriages on
which she is not competent to judge.
But I disagree absolutely with. Miss
Absi in the matter of parental selection and other mild forms of forced
marriages. I am sure she would too,
if she would investigate this more
closely, especially if it is as she has
written, where the parents go out to
select a suit with possibly a man inside for their daughter.
Many of our Syrian girls attend
parties, dances, theatres, go to public places together, have formed
many clubs, are active in church
work and seem to have as much freedom as other girls, but as to their
home activities I cannot speak.
I am sure that more than two-thirds
of our Syrian girls work all day,
have their evenings off, and Sundays to do as they please.
Immorality is an unthought of
thing among Syrians, a delicate subject to extend to parents and an
unapproachable item: to even go as
far as to say that girls of different
nationalities are immoral is not of
much credit to its writer.
Young men seem to enjoy unlimited privileges with the exception
of course, of being permitted to be
seen too often with the same girl
unless they ar« expected to marry
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soon. They cannot be pals, and many
certainly need this companionship.
Perhaps we may give the girls a
rest and I hope that many of the
young men will now enter their viewpoint on the matter.
Abe J. Shalala
Cleveland, Ohio.
A SINCERE PRAYER
The Syrian World is upon my heart
because of its service to our race***
Further, the character of the policies
adopted are of vital importance to
the highest welfare of the Syrian
people in the United States.
For
these reasons, and there are others,
my constant prayer is that our Heavenly, Father may grant you health,
divine wisdom for your daily needs,
and the assistance of heaven to secure success for your noble undertaking for the glorious service of our
race.
Rev. W. A. Mansur
Loretto, Neb.
A NEW OLD DREAM
**** I find our magazine of great
value in my teaching of both English and geography.
One can travel to Syria if one has
the time (and the money!) no matter
what the inclination; but one can
surely try to become saturated to the
bursting point with his knowledge
of Syria by reading the Syrian
World—no matter how casually. It
is an education in itself, and invaluable.
We of the younger generation —
born here, educated here—have been
thirsting for just such knowledge
about OURSELVES for years, It's
been almost a —mystery. And now
the doors are flung open, and we are
cordially welcomed to a new old
realm.
Labeebee A. J. Hanna
Boston, Mass.,
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Political Developments in Syria
SYRIAN NATIONALISTS PASSIVE — PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS IN LEBANON

I
The political situation in Syria has
In the meantime, Sheikh Tajeddin
apparently reached an impasse. The remains at the head of the Provisleaders of the Nationalist Party are ional government, which position he
assuming a passive attitude towards is said to occupy simply as accomothe French by refusing to entertain dation to the French until they can
any solution to the crisis other than see their way through the maze of
that of ratifying the Constitution as entanglements.
Sheikh Tajeddin,
passed by the Constituent Assembly. due to his willingness to cooperate
They are abstaining from engaging with the French, made himself perin any form of political activity and sona non grata with the Nationalists
have even refrained from issuing an while the French have lost faith in
official reply to the edict of the High him since he proved unable to rally
Commissioner in which he cited his sufficient support to their policies.
reasons for proroguing the Assembly Who their favorite is for the PresiIn the middle of March, a new en- dency remains an open question, but
voy of the High Commissioner ar- there are many who are inclined to
rived in Damascus to try his skill the belief that Ahmed Namy Bey, the
at unraveling the problem which is Damad, and a former president, is
becoming more complicated. He is the most logical choice since he is an
M. Andre Bruere who bears a long experienced executive, is acceptable
list of titles and is said to be invest- to the French and is conceded by the
ed with plenipotentiary powers. Ru- Syrians themselves to be honest in
mors would have it that he plana his pursuit of the national welfare
to solve the problem by forming a as consistently as can be expected
coalition government composed of under the circumstances.
representatives of all parties which
There has been a revival of rucould more safely take up again the mors lately that France favors a mobroken trend of the negotiations on narchical form of government as the
the question of the Constitution. It best solution of the Syrian problem.
is said for the French, on the other A prominent candidate to the prohand, that they are not over anxious posed throne is a certain Algerian
to force matters and would let things prince, now residing in Paris, and
drift until such time as the Syrians said to be a descendant of the AndaBee the futility of insistence on their lusian dynasty of lyad. Another
demands for complete independence candidate is said to be the Damad.
regardless of the obligations of FranWhat, in the opinion of some, lends
ce to the League of Nations under color to these rumors, is the demonstration which took place in Damasthe terms of the mandate.
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cus and other Syrian cities on March
8. The occasion was the commemoration of Syria's declaration of independence during the short reign
of King Feisal, now king of Iraq. On
that day in 1920, Syria proclaimed
to the world her coming into the family of nations as an independent political entity with a regularly constituted king. Gen. Gouraud, then
French High Commissioner in Syria,
sent to the Syrian government an
ultimatum which, it is claimed, was
not answered within the time limit
specified, causing the French to despatch a punitive expedition which
met the unorganized Syrian forces in
Maisalon and put them to rout.
Nevertheless, the Syrians cherish
the memory of that day when they
asserted their independence and still
celebrate it every year. The principal demonstration this year was in
Damascus where, following the Friday prayers in the Umayyad Mosque, thousands of young men gathered in a peaceful demonstration. There
were orators, of course, who reminded the people of their rights and
protested against the colonization
designs of the foreigners. The elders
of the city begged the demonstrators
to refrain from acts of violence, and
the interference of the police was
said to be only a precautionary measure.
What is said to be the unofficial
reply of the Syrian Nationalists to
the declarations by M. Ponsot of his
reasons for proroguing the Constituent Assembly was contained in a
lengthy article published in AshShaab of Damascus, conceded to be
the organ of the Nationalist Party.
The article was unsigned, although
containing many intimate details of
the negotiatons leading to the final
action of tflie High Commissioner.
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The article takes up categorically the
five reservations of the? High Commissioner and attempts to prove that
they strike at the very heart of the
Constitution and render it absolutely
meaningless.
The first reservation, for instance,
requires that the Constitution shall
not contain anything that will conflict with the obligations of France
towards the League of Nations in
the question of the mandate. This
in itself, the paper contends, is tantamount to the nullification of the
Constitution, because France's obligations aTe of a nature to look upon
Syria as a backward country unable
to manage its own affairs, while the
Constitution declares Syria fully capable of governing itself without assistance or supervision.
Furthermore, the paper continues,
the self-claimed right of the mandatory includes -tihe establishment of
a judicial system, the supervision of
the religious foundations, the granting of concessions , the exploitation
of the economic resources of the
country, etc. All these are internal
matters which the mandatory claims
for herself the right for their regulation, besides the right to diplomatic representation in foreign countries and military occupation and defense. Taking all these matters under consideration, nothing is left to
the people of the country themselves
and for the Syrians to frame a Constitution that will concede such rights
to France would only tend to intensify their bondage.
The paper further states that England exercises no such rights in
Egypt, all her reservations being
ostensibly for the protection of fore'gn lives and interests in the country. The Egyptian Parliament Is
supposed to be free in its deliberat-
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ions and to have full legislative pow- assured, as the Maronite Patriarch
ers in matters affecting the internal is supposed to be the strongest sinaffairs of the country. Still the Bri- gle political factor in the country in
tish objected to a proposed law gov- that his followers form a majority
erning the right of assembly which of the population, and no candidate
is purely an internal measure and may hope to win without his support
forced the Egyptians to accept or approval.
their view. What, the Syrian paper
The Maronite support of President
then asks, will become of the Syrian
Dabbas, although he is not of their
Parliament if such rights as France
claims are incorporated in the Cons- faith, is due, aside from the outstanding personal qualifications of tihe
titution ?
man, to the fact that the only other
By these and similar arguments strong candidate in the field is Emir
the Syrian paper justifies the stand Michel Lutfallah whose inordinate
of the Nationalists in refusing to ac- desire for power is said to be his
cept the reservations to the Consti- only motive for invading the realm
tution on which the High Commis- of Lebanese politics. The few supsioner insisted. Al-Mokattam, a porters of Lutf allah's candidacy base
prominent paper of Egypt, terms
their preference on the man's huge
these declarations the unofficial re- fortune which they say he will use
ply of the Nationalists to M. Ponsot for the economic rehabilitation of
and considers their issuance in this the country. To this his opponents
form as a shrewd political move in reply that the Emir should prove his
that the facts are given out to the solicitude for the welfare of Lebapeople without compromising tfce non by launching these life-giving
Nationalists in their professed pol- economic enterprises first and the
icy of non-interference.
Presidency will come to him begging
later. Furthermore, t)he attempt to
SITUATION IN LEBANON
prove the Emir of Lebanese nationThe Presidential election in Leba- ality failed because he was proven to
non was set for March 27, all indica- have been born in Egypt. As a clitions seeming to favor the reelection max to all these objections, the actof President Charles Dabbas. The ive support of the Lutfallah's to the
Lebanese press is almost unanimous Druze revolution which was attended
in forcasting this result, principally by bloody massacres of Christians
because denominational considera- is held strongly against a Lutfallah
tions appear to have been set aside being elected to the Presidency of a
in this instance. The Maronite Pat- republic which was given its present
riarch is reported to have expressed independent status chiefly because
his preference for President Dabbas it is Christian.
A proposed amendment to the
to the French. High Commissioner
himself upon the latter's visit to his Constitution in Lebanon would extBeatitude to present some of his end the term of office of the Presidnewly appointed administrative as- ent to seven instead of the present
sistants. With this the election of term of three years. The French authe present and first President of thorities are said to be in favor of
the Republic for a second term seems this move.
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INTERVIEW WITH DABBAS
A special wireless to The New
York Times from its correspondent
in Beirut under date of March 24 reports an interview with President
Charles Dabbas of Lebanon in which
he outlined his plans for the improvement of the grave economic condition now existing in the country
and expressed his appreciation of
the hospitable treatment by the United States of tJhe Lebanese. Said the
President:
"It is our intention to improve the
economic condition of this republic
by a vigorous campaign for wider
agricultural activity. The work will
include the irrigation of vast areas
of fertile land which have hitherto
not been cultivated. We also intend
to establish agricultural credits.
Steps have already been taken for
the execution of these plans and we
hope to start work in the next few
months. The capital involved for this
enterprise amounts to $2,000,000, and
it will take three to four years.
"I admit that an economic crisis
unfortunately exists at present
throughout the country. This is due
to the fact that imports greatly exceed exports, but once the irrigation
and agricultural projects have been
accomplished they will enable us to
export vast amounts of cotton as well
as cereals. Our silk cultivation industry suffered greatly during the
war when the Turkish army destroyed practically all the mulberry
trees, thus necessitating the planting
of new ones. We intend to develop
sericulture along the most modern
and scientific lines. We are also concentrating efforts to attract large
numbers of Summer tourists to the
Lebanese mountains, which form one
of the finest Summer resorts in the
world.

"Our relations with the United
States are most friendly, and my
country will welcome any American
business enterprise here. We have
profited greatly from American culture here, and thanks to the American University at Beirut we now
have fine types of educated and cultured men and women. I wish to
express thanks on behalf of the
Grand Lebanese Republic to the people of the United States for the hospitability accorded to the many Lebanese residing in America."

THE WAY OF POLITICS
The Lebanese press of Beirut, especially the Christian contingent,
publishes with much apparent surprise the rumor that Faiz Bey ElKhoury, Christian member of the
Constituent Assembly, had formally
petitioned the government at Damascus for permission to embrace Islam.
With religious feeling always running high in Syria, one can readily
imagine the consternation caused in
all circles by such a rumor, especially when the man involved is not only
a prominent Christian, but one of
the foremost leaders of the Syrian
Nationalist Party. It is he who is
given credit for drafting the Constitution, and in all debates or negotiations was one of the outstanding
figures.
There were some who denied the
authenticity of the report and were
indulgent with Mr. Khoury, holding
his change of faith, even if true, a
matter of personal concern; while
others lashed him mercilessly and
ascribed his Islam to political motives, especially that he had approved of the article in the Constitution
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which stipulates that the President
of the Syrian Republic should be a
Moslem.
,
It will be recalled that Fares Bey
El-Khoury, brother of Faiz and, like
him, a leading figure in Syrian poli-

tics, had been but a short time since
bitterly denounced by the Moslem
press for a statement he had made
in a private letter disapproving of
the clause in the Constitution relating to the religion of the President.

About Syria and Syrians
RIHANI LECTURING
The Foreign Policy Association of
New York gave a private luncheon
in February last to our noted author
and traveler, Mr. Ameen Rihani. A
limited number of selected guests
heard him relate some of his experiences during his travels in Arabia.
Subsequently the same organization invited him to address its Boston branch on April 4.
The Syrian students at International House in New York asked Mr.
Rihani to speak to the student body
of the establishment on March 24.
He spoke for almost an hour and a
half to a very appreciative audience.
The Syrian students were proud and
delighted to point to Mr. Rihani as
an outstanding example of Syrian
talent and achievement.

SYRIAN CONSULS OF
LATIN-AMERICAN COUNTRIES
Fouad Bey Halabi, newly appointed Chilean consul in the Arabic East,
arrived in Damascus on March 15 and
presented his credentials to the
French and Syrian authorities.
The Consul is a Syrian whose parents migrated to Chili from Homs.
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He is a graduate of a Chilean university and was for some time active
in Chilean politics.
Jacobo Dominguez, a prominent
Lebanese merchant of Panama City,
was appointed Panaman consul accredited to the Republic of Greater
Lebanon. He sailed from New York
on April 10 for Beirut to take up his
post.

STORMS IN SYRIA
CAUSE GREAT DAMAGE
The severe weather reported to
have prevailed in Europe this winter
seems not to have spared Syria,
where storms left in their wake extensive damage to property and much
suffering and inconvenience. Especially in Lebanon, where the snowfall was extremely heavy, reaching
at times a. depth of four meters, the
property loss was much more heavy
and widespread. In some cases whole
towns perched on mountain summits
were destroyed by landslides. Roads
were damaged and bridges carried
away. Train service between Beirut
and interior points was interrupted
for forty days because of the clogging of mountain passes. Packs of
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hungry wolves are reported to have
invaded many towns.

$50,000 FOR CHARITY
A correspondent of Ash-Shaab (N.
Y.) in Windsor, Ont., Canada, reports that a wealthy Lebanese of
that city, Elias Peter Barakat, a native of Hasroun, has donated $50,
000 for the erection of an orphanage
and home for the aged in his native
town. The Rev. Msgr. Peter Simany
has sailed on a six months leave for
Lebanon to complete arrangements
for the application of the gift.

LATINIZING ARABIC!
The Lebanese press carries long
reports of an important lecture by
Professor KhalU Taqi Eddin, President of the Alumni Club of the Ecole
Laique of Beirut and Secretary of
Parliament, on the question of substituting Latin for Arabic characters.
The lecturer, who is an authoritative
spokesman for the cultured classes
of the Arabic-speaking countries,
held that such a change would be
neither practicable nor advantageous.
Professor Eddin traced the evolutionary stages of Arabic characters
from the time they were first used
in Al-Yaman until they were finally
adopted in their present form following the introduction of diacritical
marks by Al-Aswad. He then gave
a list of peculiarly Arabic characters
which have no equivalents in the
Latin alphabet. He was emphatic
in his assertion that it is speedier
and easier to write Arabic than any
language using Latin characters.
Aside from these inherent advantages to Arabic characters, Professor
Eddin emphasized the point that such

a change can be advocated only for
the purpose of disrupting the Arabicspeaking peoples by breaking their
common bond. One of his cogent
arguments against the change is
that it would blot the literature of
fifteen centuries, as it would be impossible to reprint all the existing
Arabic works in Latin characters,
while even now there is an untold
number of manuscripts still unpublished for lack of funds and facilities.

POLITICAL AMNESTY
LEADS TO MURDER
During the Syrian revolution, the
chief of the Bedouin tribe of Dandash, whose encampment is near
Baalbek, is said to have murdered in
cold blood Khalil Raphael, one of
the notables of the town of Ras Baalbek.
Ever since, the son of the murdered Christian, Michael, brooded
over the loss of his father and dreamed of revenge. The authorities, fearing the revival of a bloody feud between the Baalbekites and the primitive bedouins, sent a mixed Lebanese-French commission of investigation with instructions to use every
effort to bring about peace. They
questioned Hassan Dandash, the
bedouin chief accused of the old murder, and later entered the town to
interview the son of the, murdered
man. They are said to have counseled the bedouin to remain on the
outskirts until such time as they finished their investigation as he would
be safer under the protection of the
military outpost. Dandash, however,
out of a spirit of bravado, followed
them to the house where they were
holding their meeting, and no sooner
Michael Raphael saw him than he
whipped a revolver and shot him
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dead, exclaiming "this is the result
of the general amnesty and the government's leniency."
The body of the bedouin chief
was removed by his followers with
great demonstrations of grief and
was buried amidst the discharge of
five thousand rifle shots. The authorities dispatched a large military
force to prevent further reprisals.

CLOSING RESTAURANTS
DURING RAMADHAN

S5
of the State of Syria, of an order
forbidding women to pass through
Hamidyah St. at night even if they
were on their way to their own
homes. The reason given for this
drastic ordinance is that this thoroughfare is the one mostly used by
the Faithful to reach the Umayyad
Mosque. The implication is that the
Faithful would be subjected to undue temptation if their pious eyes
fall on feminine forms while on their
way to prayer-

When pilgrimage to the Holy cities CENTRE IN; AMERICA
of Islam was possible only by the
FOR ARABIC PUBLISHING
overland route, Damascus was considered the gateway to Mecca because
the caravans were formed there for Princeton University Plans Editing
and Publishing Valuable Manuscripts!
the pilgrimage.
Even in this age. Damascus seems
to be jealous of its reputation as the
A project is now under way in
stronghold of Moslem conservatism
and fundamentalism. If the govern- Princeton University to catalogue,
ment should wink at some infraction edit, publish and, in some cases, tranof the Sunnite laws, the people them- slate the 3.000 Oriental and Occidenselves will see that she is brought tal manuscripts in the Garrett Collection, according to a special desback to the path of duty.
The Syrian press reports that du- patch to The New York Times from
ring Ramadhan of this year, devout Princeton under date of March 23.
"Hardly any modern archaelogiMoslems of the city were scandalizcal
find is commensurate with this
ed to witness some moderns of their
from
the standpoint of the history
faith openly enter restaurants during
of
human
thought," said Professor
the day while the Moslem fast reHarold
H.
Bender, chairman of the
quires strict abstention from food or
department
of Oriental languages
drink in whatever form between sunand
literatures.
"With the publicarise and sunset. Consequently, they
tion
of
these
manuscripts,
and of
petitioned the Prime Minister to take
others,
and
by
virtue
of
the
superior
the necessary measures to put a stop
to this scandal. The matter was re- equipment for this work now being
ferred to the Minister of the Interior acquired by the Princeton Univerwho promptly consulted the Mufti, sity Press, Princeton promises to beand later ordered the restaurants come a world centre for Oriental
under complaint closed during the publishing and printing. This task
will take several generations for
day throughout the month of fast.
Another measure affecting public completion."
Contained in the manuscripts in
morals was the issuance by Sheikh
the
Garrett collection is material
Tajeddin, the Provisional President
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which is expected to alter certain
aspects of present knowledge of the
crusades and of the history of geography, chemistry, arithmetic, astronomy and medicine thus revealing
the debt that the Western peoples
owe to Arab and other Oriental civilizations.
The collection contains encyclopedias summing up Arabic and Hellenic learning, and also manuscripts
revealing Islamic sciences and Arabic thought and literature, including
theology, jurisprudence, Sufism, ethics, lexicography, grammar and poetry. Sacred manuscripts of the Druses and other secret sects are included and their editing and publication
will bring to light for the first time
the mysteries of these religions. Hitherto unknown translations of ancient versions of the Bible are also
contained in the collection.
The manuscripts are mainly in Arabic but some of them are in Hebrew,
Syriac, Turkish, Persian, Armenian.
Malayan, Javanese and Sanscript.
Hitherto it has been necessary to
send Oriental texts to Europe for
printing. It is expected in the future
that the largest percentage of American work in this field will be done
in Princeton.
To finance the project more than
$100,000 has already been obtained
either by gift or by appropriation
from the General Education Board,
the Mergenthaler Linotype Company
and Joseph T. Mackey of Brooklyn.
Professor Philip K. Hitti, associate
professor of Semitic literature at
Prinecton, will have charge of the
cataloguing and of the Arabic manuscripts, while Dr. Henry S. Gehman of the University of Pennsylvania will join the Princeton staff this
Fall to work, in particular, upon the
Coptic manuscripts.

YOUNG SYRIAN WOMAN
ARTIST WINNING FAME
Mr. F. E. Stevens of Portage, Pa.,
sends us a clipping of the Southern
Cambria News concerning the artistic progress of a gifted young Syrian
artist which we are glad to reproduce. Said the American paper:
"Miss Edna Haddad is winning
fame as an artist. She has just completed a painting of Christ for the
Syrian Orthodox church of Altoona.
She had been engaged to do the work
and has just delivered the picture
which measures 30 by 48 inches.
Although only 18 years old, Miss
Haddad has produced several works
of art. Among them are paintings of
Moses and the Ten Commandments,
Angel of Sorrow and a number of
portraits. She has been an art student for five years but has always
shown great adaptability for painting. On October 1 she will take up
studies at the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts in Philadelphia.

FINDS HIS DAUGHTER
AFTER TWENTY TEARS
The strange story of a Syrian
father who had lost his daughter
twenty years ago and finally located
her in a Catholic orphanage in New
York City was told by the Syrian
press of New York.
A surprising detail of the story is
that the girl had been adopted by a
wealthy American lady who made
her her sole heir to a fortune said to
amount to twenty-seven millions.
Joseph Habeeb, the father, now a
well-to-do merchant in Edenton,
N. C, is said to be coming to New
York to claim his daughter with the
aid of the law, if necessary.
About twenty years ago Habeeb
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left his wife and two children and
returned to Syria. Later the mother
died and the grandmother of the
children raised the boy and placed
the girl in the orphanage. Upon the
father's return to America he settled
in North Carolina and prospered. His
search for his missing daughter had
been relentless ever since his return.
The newspaper Al-Hoda condemns
the father for his reported intention
of taking legal steps to regain his
daughter and deprive her of an immense fortune, the like of which in
magnitude there are few among the
Syrians.

A MOSQUE IN NORTH DAKOTA
Al-Bayan (N. Y.) in its issue of
March 30, reports the purchase of
ground in Ross, N. D., for building a
mosque for the fifteen Moslem families of that section who are mostly
farmers. Building operations will be
started this Summer.
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SYRIANS PERMITTED
TO ENTER COLOMBIA
The French High Commissariat at
Beirut gave the press on February 18
an official statement announcing that
negotiations with the government of
Colombia had resulted in the withdrawal by the government of that
country of its restrictions against
Syrian and Lebanese immigrants.
POPULATION OF PALESTINE
An official census of the population of Palestine for the end of 1928
places the number at 800,000 of
whom 600,000 are Moslems, 100,000
Jews and 100,000 Christians. Of
the Christians 50,000 are Greek Orthodox, 25,000 Roman Catholics, 5000
Protestants, 2000 Maronites and 3000
Syriacs.

AMERICAN-SYRIAN
FEDERATION
The following officers were elected
for the year 1929 at the last annual
meeting of the Federation held in
its clubrooms, 123 Schermerhorn St.,
Brooklyn: S. J. Akel, president; Albert H. Macksoud and Gibran Attiyeh, vice presidents; Michel Dahood
secretary; Joseph Zaloom, treasurer.
At the subsequent meeting of the
Federation held on April 9, U. S.
Commissioner Amy Wren addressed
a large gathering of members and
their friends.
UNITED MARONITES SOCIETY
The annual meeting of this society
for the election of officers for the
year 1929 was held on March 8 and
resulted in the election of the following: President, George Faour;
vice-president,
Tanius Harfoush;
treasurer, A. J. Gorayeb; secretary,
Assad Saad.
HOLY NAME SOCIETY
The Holy Name Society of the Syrian Melchite Church of Brooklyn held
an entertainment and dance on April
6 which was attended by eight hundred. The speakers were John Raheb, president; Rev. Archimandrite
Paul Sanky, the spiritual adviser of
the society, and Joseph M. Khoury,
editor of Ash-Shaab.
NEW KENSINGTON, PA.
A correspondent of As-Sayeh reports the formation in New Kensington, Pa., by the Rev. Nicola Ofeish,
of two social clubs for the young
men and young women of his parish.
The two clubs co-operated in producing an Arabic play on March 10
which was attended by a large number of Syrians from New Kensington and neighboring towns.

A

GLORIOUS HOLIDAY
AND

A

GREAT EDUCATION

[THERE is no better way of spending your summer vacation
Jthan by taking our tour leaving New York July 2nd,|
Jescorted by the Editor of THE SYRIAN WORLD, Mr.
JSalfdum A. Mokarzel, through

LEBANON, SYRIA ancLTHE HOLY LAND.
Visits will also be made to LISBON, NAPLES, ATHENS,
WSTANTINOPLE, ORAN

and MADEIRA.

^CONGENIAL COMPANIONS
COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
SURPRISINGLY LITTLE COST
For booklets and details as well as for membership
in this tour write to

A. K. HITT1 & COMPANY
60 Washington Street
NEW YORK CITY
Telephone—BOWLING GREEN 2765-9754
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